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Abstract
The work focuses on the stability of steady state and local bifurcation anaIysis
in partial differential equations with different delays. Especially, a neural network
model with discrete delay and diffusion is proposed in the first part; a diffusive
competition model with uniformly distributed delay is studied in part 2. An
extended reaction-diffusion system with general distributed delay is treated in
part 3. In the last part, a Nicholson's blowflies model with nonlocaI delay and
For a diffusive neural network model with discrete delay, by analyzing the
distributions of the eigenvalues of the system and applying the centermanifold
theory and normal form computation, we show that, regarding the connection
coefficients as the perturbation parameter, the system, with differentboundary
conditions, undergoes some bifurcations includingtranscritical bifurcation, Hopf
bifurcation and Hopf-zerobifurcation. The normal forms are given to determine
In somecases,themodelwithdistributeddelayismoreaccuratethanthat
with discrete delay. We study a competition diffusion system with uniformly
distributed delay. The complete analysis of the characteristic equation is given
And via the analysis, the stability of the constructed positive spatially non-
homogeneous steady state solution is obtained. Moreover, the occurrence of
Hopfbifurcation near the steady state solution is proved by using the implicit
function theorem with time delay as the bifurcation parameter. Finally, the
forrnuladetermining the stability of the periodic solutions is given
The uniformly distributed kernel is only one of the widely used time kernel
It is natural todiscllSS more general time kernels. We consider a class of reaction-
diffusion system with general kernel functions. The stability of the constructed
positive spatially non-homogeneous steady state solution isohtainedundergen-
era! kernels by using the similar method in part 2. Moreover, taking minimal
time delay as the bifurcation parameter, we can not only show theexistenceof
Hopfbifurcationsnearthesteadystatesolution, but also prove that the Hopf
bifurcation is forward and the bifurcated periodicsolutionsarestableundercer-
taincondition. The generaI results are applied to competitive and cooperative
systems with weak kernel function
In many application models, if individuals move, it is more reasonable to
model delay and diffusion simultaneously, which induces nonlocal delay by em-
ployingBritton's random walk method. We study the stability of the uniform
steady states and Hopfbifurcation ofdiffusive Nicholson's blowfliesequation
withnonlocaldelay. Byusingtheupper-andlower-solutionsmethod,wehave
obtained the global stability conditions at the constant steady states, and dis-
cussed the local stability. Moreover, for a special kernel , we have proved the
occurrenceofHopf bifurcationnearthesteadystatesolution andgiven formula
indeterrniningstability of bifurcated periodic solutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and preliminary
Nonlinear dynamical systems are ubiquitous in biology, chemistry, engineeriog,
ecology, economics, and even sociology. There is a vast literature on theap-
plication of nonlinear dynamics on th05edisciplines (see e.g. [19,20,21,29,
33,36,39,40,49,62,63,66,73,74,75,76)). The mathematical analysis of
the dynamical models in science and engineering makes the systematic study
of complex interaction between factors available, and deeper understanding of
the entirety of processes that happen in systems is therefore possible. Indeed,
nonlineardynarnics and other science fields has brought great benefit for each
other. Whiledynamicsplaysacrucialrole byprovidingmethodsandtools,many
developments in mathematical theory is also stimulated by its application([88))
The qualitative analysis for models in nature science includes aspects of stabil-
ity and complex bifurcation behavior, which are two of the fundamental tasks in
dynamical theory. Studying the stability determines whether the systemsetUes
down to equilibrium or keeps repeating in cycles. A dynamical system usually
has several independent parameters. With the varying of system parameters
the stability can be lost, then the qualitative properties have significant change
Bifurcation theory is amain theme of dynamics. Inapplications,thebifur-
cation theory attempts to explain various phenomena that have been discQvered
and described in natural science. The principal theories for dealing with local bi-
furcation analysis at fixed point are the center manifold and normal form. Both
of them are fundamental and rigorollsmathematical techniques, whichingen-
eralareused to reduce the dimensionality of the system without changing the
dynamical behaviors
Before the time of Volterra [72], in most applications, one assumed the system
under consideration was independent of the past states and WBS only determined
by the present. However, it is getting apparent that the principle of setting
models in the form of ordinary or partial differential equations, is often only a
first approximation to the considered real system ([28]). Andinsomecases,itis
more realistic to include some of the past states of these systems, i.e. a system
should be modeled by differential equations with time delays. Indeed,aftereffect
arises from various causes such as presence of t ime delays in actuatio〱 and in
information transmission and processing of controlled signals, hatching period
of species, duration of gestation, and slow replacement of food supplies (see
e.g. [8,37,38,61,77]),anditcanberegardedasauniversalpropertyofthe
surrounding world. Since last centuryl the study and application ofthe aftereffect
have developed and spread to a remarkable extent in biological1 ecological and
control models, etc. (see e.g. [5,50,51,89]). In some cases, it turns out
that only certain past events influence on future ones, for which the discrete
delay can be used to describe the hereditary systems with selective memory. For
example, discrete delay is a good approximation in control theory, whenitmodels
a feedback signal transmitted as a nerve impulse [78]. But in other disciplines,
discrete delay may not be a good choice and spread of the delay around some
meanvalue,i.e . adistributed.delay,ismorereasonable. Forexample,pollution
of an environment by dead organisms is a cumulative effect 126]
In many disciplines, the dynamical models are in the form of reaction diffusion
equations since individuals under consideration are allowed todiffusespatially
(l52,60]}. Forinstance,iobiologicalorecologicalsystems, itiswellknownthat
most species have the tendency that migrate towards regions of lower population
density ([14]). The seemingly random movement of particles suspended in a fluid
(i.e. aliquidorgas),knownasthefamous <lBrownianmotion", is described by
a reaction diffusion system in particle theory (l4])
Incorporatingbothtemporaldelaysandspatialdiffusionintoamodel is very
natural to make the model closer to the reality, and the partial functiona1differ-
ential equations (PFDE) is applicable. In population ecology, the logistic equa-
tion with delay and diffusion is proposed to describe a single speciesdistributed
uniformly in an isolated environment ([54]); a three-compartment model with
diffusion and delay in one space dimension arises in modelinggenetic repression
([47J)
In most of the existing literature, investigators simply add a diffusion term
to the corresponding ordinary differential equations. Recently,someresearchers
pointed out that diffusion and time delays are not independent of each ather,
since individuals may move around and should be at different pointsatdifferent
times (l26]). Britton [3J is the first one to model delay and diffusion simul-
taneouslyviarandom walk method for a Fisher equation on an infinite spatial
domain1 in which a so-called spatiotemporaldelay or nonlocaldelay isintroduced
(see, e.g. [22,25,70,80,81])
fusion system with delay has been extensively studied by many investigators (see
[67, 77] and references therein). The abstract form of reaction diffusion equations
with time delay is
~ = dD'u(t) +䰨., u,) + F(. ,u,) (1.0.1)
whereu = ⡕氬∧ⱕ瀩?畤䈩 = 用琫䉌 eisapara浥ter, d > 01 D2 is the
Laplacian operator, dom(D2) C X?X is a Hilbert space of functions, and L is a
linear operator and Fanonlinear function. Without loss of generality, one can
assume that F(. ,O) = 0 and DF(. ,O) = 0, i.e. there is an equilibrium point at
the origin. Furthermore,F(e, ·) has the Taylor expansion near t rivial equiJibrium
F(.,u) = Fn(.,u) ⭯(llull ?⤬ n ~ 2, (1.0.2)
where Fn is an n mult ilinear mapping
In [71], the existence and stability properties of solu tions to (1.0. 1) are in-
vestigated.lntheworkofI48],stableand unstablemanifoldsneara hyperbolic
equilibrium of (1.0.1) were considered. Based on this work, Lin, So and Wu 144!
developed a center manifold theory for (1.0.1). Later, Faria derived a method
to obtain the explicit normal form ofPFDE (1.0.1) by relating the PFDEto a
corresponding functional differential equations (FDE). In 117j with the following
hypothesis (H1)-(H4) (see also [44], [48j and 177]),
(HI) dD' generates a Co semigroup T(t)'㈰ on X with IT(t)1 㴵 MeW' for M ~ 1,
wERandt~O,andT(t) isacompactoperatorfort>O;
(H2)theeigenfunctions{lJ,}~ofdD2,with correspondingeigenvalues{o;)~,
form an orthonormal basis for X and o?⸮⸮⸮-ooask- 00;
(H3) the subspaces B, of C, 䈬:=span?(v('),i䨬)i䨬lvE C) satisfy L(B, ) c
span?i䨬??
(H4) L can be extended to abounded linear operator from BC to X, where
BC = ( ,p?[-T, O] ~ X䤬pis continuous on 嬭T,0),3 Iim,彯?,p(?) E X),
with thesuperemum norm,
the normal form is proved to coincide with the normal form for a FDE associated
withthegivenPFDE, upto acertainorderofterms
In 116], a moregeneral case isconsidered,i.e., Ldoes notsatisfy(H3), but
thereexistbiocksofeigenfunctions ofdD2 forminggeneralizedeigenspacessuch
that L甬 for ≴瑬,E dom(L) , can be expressed as sHoear combination of the
generalized eigenfunctions. For this case, the assumptions (H2) and (H3) can be
replaced by
(H2 ') let {o~' : 歅丬 椬= I"" p,} be the eigenvalues of dD2 and iJ~' be
eigenfunctions corresponding to {O~·}, such that {13~· : k E ?, i?= I, . ,Pk}
(H3') thesubspaces 䈬 ofC, 䈬:=span?(v('),i䨻' )i䨻'橶E C,i, = I,,,, ,p, }
satisfy L(B,) c span{iJ~," 띩䨺'?
Withhypotheses(HI) , (H2'), (H3') , (H4), the author showed thedecompo-
sition of the characteristic equation, which is applicable for the local stability
analysis of constant steady state solutions. The characteristic equation of the
linearized systemofPFDE (1.0.1),
䰧㸨䄩?㨽 䅹 -dD?礭䲫,攧礩= 0
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for some nonzero y E dorn(D2), is equivalent to the sequence of equations
detLl..(䄩=O, (kEN),here
satisfying
forop=(opl ,랷 ,op∩E䌬,=䌨嬭听O崬䥒∩
佮䉌 the linearized equation
~U(t) = dD2u(t) + L(',U')
is equivalent to the FDE itt) = M.z(t) + L.(" z,) on Cpo. Let
䄮 = ⡁ E ?: ?is.a solution of detLl..(䄩 = 0 with 剥?= O}
and ?= uf弬䄮, for some N E 1✱. One can assume ?昮0. Otherwise, there
exists only astable and unstable manifold, and the dynamical properties are
quite clear. Then decomposing ?偬楴 as 䍐䥴?= 偫䕥公挱 where 偩?= 獰an笼䤾d
and<I>kistheeigenfunctionspaceoftheFDEonCp",correspondingtoAkoThus,
thephasespacenfPFDE(1.0.1)canbedecomposedbyaprojection7r:C~p,
P = 䥭ㅔ?, Q = 䭥n™ and 景?,?E C,
(1⼱•• 㰱㸮).㵛. (.•. ). heing thehilinear form ([30J).
According to 116. Theorem 4.1], if another hypothesis (HS') holds
(H5 ') (DF,(u)(<p/3?),/3~") = 伮噵 E p . 嘼p E C{[-r, 0]; IR)
for 1 ~ n ~ N, 1⸤in ~ Pn j > N and 1 㨵 i j 㨵Pj, then the normal forms of
thePFDE(1.0.1) and its associated FDE are the same, up to at least the third
order terms on the center manifold. The associated FDE is defined as
x(t) = R«.x,) + G«.x,) (1.0.3)
where x(t) = (x.(t)):~l with x. E IRP'. and R«).G«) : CJ ⴫ IRJ with J =
䰺?㨺1偫 are
for 㱰=⠼p.....㱰N⥔䕃J,㱰.=⠼p䲷·· •...,.·⥅Cp.. k=l.··· ,N
Faria's method is very useful for theoretical analysis of many kinds of bi-
furcations, including the important Hopfbifurcation which is marked by the
appearance ofa small periodic orbit near the steady state. Besides using Faria's
approach, weean also employ the method in 131] for Hopfbifurcation, which
needs to obtain a center manifold first. Suppose that when parameterf = 䕏
the characteristic equation of the linear equation of (1.0.1) has a pair ofpurely
imaginaryeigenvaluesiwoand-iwowithcorrespondingeigenfunctionsqandq
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respectively, 景r i睯?The adjoint eigenfunction isq· , the nonlinear functionF
has Taylor expansion as (1.0.2) withn=2. It is well known that
has a decomposition as Xc = X ' e X ' where X ' = {zq +啩lz E C} and
X ' = 筵 E XcI (q",u) = 0). Then u can be written in the form
where W E X '. According to the decomposition, the system (1.0.1) becomes
~ ~ iwoz⬨q",F(㱯,zq⭕i⭷»),
晴w ~ L(㱯)l硯w +H(z,z,w),
H(z, z, w) = F(Eo , zq⭕i⭷)⴨q", F(Eo, zq?Ui⭷)) q?(q' , F(EO, zq⭕i⭷))q
w = W20Z' +WIlZZ +woii' +O(lzl ') ,
H(z, z,w) = H20z' +Hll zi+Hoii' +O(lzl')
Then the system (1.0.1) on the center manifold is
(1.0.4)
T= (q",F,(q,q,AO»), gil = (q",F,(q,q,Ao)⭆,(q,q,Ao»),
ⅉ?= (q",F,(q,q,Ao», ⅉ?= (q",F,(WIl,q,Ao)⭆,(W20 ,q,Ao)⭆,(q,q,Ao»
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L(>'o)lxow + H = ~ = ~~ +~~
L(>.ol lxo(w,oz' +WllZZ +地2z') + H2OZ' + HlI空+H〲Z' +h.o.t
= (眬o稫 睬I稩(楷o?+ (q",F(㸮o?⤩
+(WlIZ+ 地2z)(⵩woz+ (?椢, F(㸮o⤩⤬ (1.0.5)
bycomparingthecoeflicientofz'andzzon both sidesof(1.0.5),we have
where H2O.and Hu are defined as
H2O = F,(q, q, >'0) ?(q", F,(q, q, 㸧o⤩q?(牴,F,(q,q, 㸧o⤩q,
HlI = F,(q, q, >'0) + F,(q, q, >'0) ?(q", F,(q, q, 㸧〩
+F,(q, q, 㸧o뭱?(qO, F,(q, q, >'0) + F,(q, q, 㸧o⤩q
With W20,Wll,W02 determined as above, the flow on the center manifold
(1.0.4) is obtained. One can find a transformation
under which (1.0.4) can be transformed into the Poincare form
c,(O) = ~[9209" -219,,1' - ꕊ+T'
The bifurcation direction and the stability of the bifurcating periodic solutions
aredeterminedbYIVz=-~Re(c,(>.o))andRe(cl(>.o))respectively. The
bifurcationissupercritical (subcritical) ifl噺 >0«0); thebifurcatingperiodic
solutions are stable (unstable) when 剥(c, (>.0)) <0(>0).
In thepresentwork,westudy models of neural network and populationdy-
narnics in the form of (1.0.1) . In the following we will describe the models
In Chapter 2, we consider a model including a pair of neurons with time-
delayed connections between the neurons and time delayed feedback from eaeh
¥u = d,D'u-u(t) +a/(u(t-r)) +b/(v(t-r)),
㡩 = d,D'v - v(t) +a/(v(t - r) +b/(u(t - r)) (1.0.6)
The recurrent neural networks such as cellular neural networks (CNNs) and
delayed cellular neural networks (DeNNs) are widely used in some image pro?
cessing, quadratic optimization and pattern recognition problems ([12],[131,[58]) .
Becauseofthefiniteprocessingspeedofinformation,timedelaysareinevitably
involved in the modeling of the biological neuron networks or artificial neural
networks. Since time delays may lead to bifurcation, oscilJation, divergence or
instability, the study of dynamic phenomenon of delayed problem is important
for high quality neural networks. In [86], by considering a neural network of
four identical neurons with time-delayed connections, Yuan and Weigavesorne
parameterregionsforglobal,localstabilityandsynchronization, anddiscussed
the occurrence of pitchfork bifurcation, HopfandequivariantHopfbifurcations.
For more study of dynamics of delayed neutral network systems, see 184,86] and
Most previous work did not consider the effect of diffusion in neural net.-
works. However, with the movement of neurons the diffusion is unavoidable.
Forexarnple,inman-madeneuralnetworks,diffusioneffectsshouldbeinvolved
when electrons are rnovingin asymmetric electromagnetic fie lds. The stability of
neural networks with diffusion terms, but without delay, have been consideredin
literature (see e.g. [91.111J , [151.132]) . Recently, the problem of delayed neural net-
works with diffusion terrns is attracting some experts' attention. In [43L Caoand
Liang gave new sufficient conditions for existence, uniqueness and global expo-
nential stability of the equilibrium point ofaclassofreaction-diffusionrecurrent
neural networks with time-varying delays. By constructing suitable Lyapunov
functionalsand utilizing some inequality techniques, Lu 145] analyzed the global
exponential stability and periodicity for a class of reaction-diffusion delayedre-
current neural networks with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The model (1.0.6) is based on the model in [59J without diffusion. In 1591,
Campbell and Shayerconsidered a model with multiple parameters for a pair
of neurons with time-delayed connections between the neurons and time delayed
feedback from each neuron to itself. They showed conditions for the stability
of the trivial solution. Moreover, they analyzed possible bifurcations that may
occurattrivialfixedpointsuchaspitchforkbifurcation,Hopfbifurcation,orone
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of three types of codimension-two bifurcations.
In our work, we investigate the stability of the fixed points and bifurcations
in (1.0.6) under dilferent boundary condition by computing the normal form and
trying to find out theelfect of diffusion on the model by comparing with the
result in [59] . We can check that with dilferent boundary conditions, system
(1.0.6) satisfies the general assumptions in [161 . So we will follow the work of
116!todothecomputationandanalysis
In Chapter3,weconsideroneofthemost interesting and applicable popula-
tion models, the competition diffusion model with delays in the following form
~ = dㅄ❵⭕(愬-戧Ⅿ⬰?K(O)唨t-O,堩dli--㰺,Ⅿ⭯?K(O)v(t-O,x)dO)
~ ~ d,䐧v⭶(愬-ㄾ, Ⅿ⭯?K(O)v(t - O,堩d攭Ⅿ⭯?K(O)u(t-O,x)dO)(l.O.7)
whereu,varethepopulationdensitiesofthetwospecies,allthecoefficients,
挴,慪,???C?(i=l,2) are positive, and the kernel function Ksatisfies
䨮⭯?Iꬹ⥤?㴱
With different kinds of kernel functions, especiaUy the delta funct ion which
corresponds to a discrete delay, system (1.0.7) has been investigated and many
interesting dynamical results have been obtained (see, e.g. [771 and references
therein). Althoughthe diffusioneffect isconcerned ,whendealingwith the locaI
stability and bifurcation problem, most of the research focused on a spatiallyho-
mogeneous steady state solution. When considering a constant steady state solu-
tionof system (l.O.7),by followingaroutinecalculation, one can decompose the
characteristicequationintoasetofalgebraictlcharacteristicequations"(see, e.g
[17,341). But as for the spatially nonhomogeneous steady state solut ion, there
are only a few works in literature because the decomposition ofthecharacteris-
tic equation is unavailable, whicb makes the analysis mucbmoredifficult ([61) .
By using the implicit function theorem and technical construction, Busenberg
and Huang in 16) skillfully overcome the obstacle of the analysisofcharacteristic
equation and investigated the existence and direction of Hopfbifurcation near
a spatially non-homogeneous steady state solution of the diffusive Hutchinson
equation. Motivated by the method in [6j, some researchers investigated the dy-
namical behavior for some particular systems near a spatially nonhomogeneous
steady state solution. For example, in [90j, for a coupled competition diffusion
system, not only the Occurrence and the direction of Hopfbifurcation, but also
the stability of the periodic solution were obtained; in [68], apopulationequation
based on [6j with a general time-delayed growth rate function is discussed; and
in [42], the authors showed the existence and properties of Hopf bifurcation for
a cooperation system. It is noticeable that all the models in [6], [42], [68] and
[90] are discussed with discrete delay. To our best knowledge, there is little dis-
cussion ([2j) about the bifurcation behavior near the spatially non-homogeneous
steady state solutionofmodelswithdistributeddelay whichis foundto bemore
realistic and accurate in some cases ( [7, 10,231). In [2], the authors show the
existence of Hopf bifurcation near a spatially nonhomogeneous steady stateof a
kind of reaction-diffusion equation with uniformly distributed delay by using the
techniques in 16].
In this chapter we consider the dynamical properties near a spatially n00-
homogeneous steady state solution of system (1.0.7) with a simple but widely
used kernel function-uniform distribution, i.e. the kernel function inthe forrn
䬨O) = { ~, T~O~6+T, (T 2?0, 6>0)
O,otherwise.
The homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed in the system
(1.0.7), which means tbat the exterior environment is hostile and the species
cannot survive on the boundary or outside of the domain. Let ~ = d, l1i = a
(i= 1,2) for simplicity. After re-scaling, system (1.0.7) becomes
~ = 摄 ?u??唨ㄭ?∢樨?唨tⵏ,堩⭃䥖(tⵯ,堩)搹)
✻㭦= 摄 ?v⭐嘨ㄭㄢ≪(戬v(t?O,砩⬢,u( tⵏ ,堩)摏), t>O, 漼堼?
u(t,O) = u(t,,,)=v(t,O)=v(t,,,)~O, t ?O,
(u,v) ~ (✱?1,✱✲), -(T+O)<t~O, O㩓x㩓?
We keep the assumption
(1.0.8)
to enSUfe that the spatially non-homogeneous steady state solution ('U~,v.B) con-
structed is positive and stable 景?瀾搽晊 •.
We employ the method analogue to that in [2,6,42,68,90]. Existence of
positive steady state and Hopfbifurcation are addressed. The analysis of the
distributed delay models is not just simple and parallel to that ofthe discrete
delay ones because of the complex calculation and tough analysis of stability of
the spatially non-homogeneous steady state solution.
InChapter4,aclassofreaction-diffusionsystemwithageneraldistributed
delay is proposed. We consider a model in the following form
?= dD'u ⬱3u(x, t) 1+~?(O)⼮(u(x,tⵏ ),v(x,tⵏ))dD,
? = dD'v + 13v(x,t) 1+~ 䬨O)䨬(u(x,tⵏ),v(x,tⵏ»)dD,
u(t,O) = u(t,∧)= v(t, 0) = v(t,∧)= 0, t ~ 0,
(u,v) = (❉❬o❐2),(t,x) E (-00,0] x 嬰,∧1. (1.0.9)
In this chapter, we will investigate the stability of the spatially nonhomoge-
neous positive steady state solutions of (1.0.9) and Hopfbifurcation when the
stability is lost with the varying of the minimum time delay T. We call a Hopf
bifurcation IIforward" if there exist periodic solutions for parameter Tsatisfying
Denote ~(O) =: I.u., ㅥ展?=: Ji,., j;;~\U} .=: ]㭵✮,樻㬺ㅦ展?⸽: 崻ⰺ✮and
~(O) = : ⼻?⸮(i = 1,2). We study Eq. (1.0.9) under assumptions
(G,) ⼧u(O)⼻,(O)2: 0, i,j= I,2, 楦'?
(G,) (昧u.?Ⅎu.)(昬v.?昬..»O
Assumption ⡃?is imposed since it guarantees the simplicity of pure imaginary
eigenvalue and is satisfied for many population hiologicalmodels. (C2) is required
to make sure the existence of pairs Ofp05itive steady state solutions. Especially,
we consider the following four subcases of (G,)
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(C㬭✫) f,u. - 桵. > 0'/2,. - f". > 0 and 栬.桵. - 栬.桵. > o.
We mainly discuss the first two cases hy following the basic framework ofl6j
and [90]. The last two cases can be studied in the same way and similar results
[nChapterS, we study diffusive icholson's blowflies model withnonlocal
delay. Gurney [27] modified Nicholson's model and made it more realistic, which
is later referred as the "Nicholson's blowflies equ&tion" ,
~=-dD2u(t)+pu(t-T)exp[-au(t-T)], (1.0.10)
wherepisthemaximumpercapitadailyeggproductionrate, l /aisthesizeat
which the blowfly population reproduces at its maximum rate, ?is thepercapita
daily adult death fate and T is the generation time. To explain interactions
among organisms I the diffusion effect was introduced in [65, 㠳崬 the authors
extended (1.0.10) to a diffusive form and via a rescaling
u=慵, t=Tt, 昽㙔, (㌽p⼶,
✻昽d??u(堬t)-Tu(x,t)⬨㍔唨x,t-氩exp氭u(x,t-氩? (1.0.11)
The global stability of the equilibrium of (1.0.11) with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition is studied in ℶ㕝and the existence Hopfbifurcation and its
properties under Neumann boundary condition is addressed in [831. Especially,
the occurrence of steady state bifurcation and Hopfbifurcationat positiveequi-
libriumareinvestigatedin l67j . Based on (1.0.11),adistributeddelayisusedby
Ruan and Gourley [23j in the equation
✺楦=d??唭T唨堬t)⭉䩔(嬧⹦,u- s)u(x,s)ds)exp(-嬡(t- s)u(x, s)ds) (1.0.12)
for (x,t) E fl x [0,00), wherefl is either all oflRn or some finite domain, and
thekernelsatisfiesf(t)㬺㩏,
J.~ f(t)dt = l , J.~tf(t)dt=1. (1.0. 13)
In their paper, the global and local stability of uniform steady statesaremainly
studied. Especially, for the global stability, energy methods and a comparison
principle for delay equations are employed.
By using the random walk method [3,25),onecanincorporatetimedelayand
spatial diffusion simultaneously. In the present chapter, we consider the modified
au~;x) = dD'u(t ,x) - ru(t,x)+{3r(g.u)(t ,x)exp[-(g.u)(t,x)] (1.0.14)
for (t,x) E [0,00) x 10, ..ㄮ with initial condition
u(s,x)=ꈨs,x)㬺㩯, (s,x) E (-00, OJ x [0, ..ㄮ
and homogeneous Neumann boundary condition
~=O, t>O, x= O,",
(g.u)(t,x) = 1~ J.· (㬺+ ~ ~ e-dn'('-')cos(nx)cos(ny)) f(t-s)u(y,s)dyds ,
f(t)satisfiesconditionsin(1.0.13)and itiseasytoseethatJ~~Jo· g(s,x,y)dyds =
1
As far as we know, the main topic in most of the literature about (1.0.14) is
about traveling wave. For example, in [41J, the existence of travelling wRve-front
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solutions of (1.0.14) is established. [79] proves the existence ofnon-monotone
traveling waves from the trivial solution to the positive equilibriurn of (1.0.14)
Works about the dynamical behavior around the uniform steady state solutions
are few. So, our main purpose is to investigate the stability of two constant
steady states and possible Hopfbifurcation when the stability is lost.
Chapter 2
Stability, bifurcation analysis in a
neural network model with delay
and diffusion
lncorporatingtheeffectofdiffusionandtimedelay,weconsider nmodel including
a pair of neurons with time-delayed connections between the neurons and time
delayed feedback from each neuron to itself,
ꕶ = d,D'u-u(t) +al(u(t-r)) + bl(v(t-r)) ,
楩?= d,D'v-v(t) +al(v(t-r)) +bl(u(t-r)), (2.0.1)
where a,b denotes the feedback and connection strength respectively, T is the
timedelaY,d1 andd2 arediffusioncoefficients, the nonlinear feedback function
䤬IR ~ IR is smooth enough with 1(0) = 0 and without loss of generality,
1'(0) = 1,1"(0) 〱 O. Moreover, we denote 㱰 = (㱰,,㱰,?E C(1-r,OJ,IR'),
楪椽(楪椢楪椬)?E C, kEN, n E NU{O) = No, 嘮 = (1,lf, V, = (1, -lf and
T:= ( ; : ) ,fixthevalueofthedelayrandchoosethedilfusioncoefficients
d, = 搮?= 1. The work of this chapter is the main content of [341 which will
appear in Expanded volume of Discrete Contin. Dyn. Syst.
2.1 Neumann boundary condition
First, we consider (2.0.1) with eumannboundaryconditionin
x = {(u,v): u,v E W∧(a,㝦),du/ dx = dv/ dx = a at x = a,㝦?,
with the inner product 䎷?induced by that of the Sobolev space W∧(a,㝦)
SettingW(t) = (u(t),v(t)jTandusingTayiorexpansionatthetrivia1equilibrium
point, (2.a.l) can be given, in abstract form inC=C([-r, al;X) as
dW/dt = D'W(t) + L(W) + F(W), (2.1.1)
L(~) = -~(a) + Tb~(-r)
F(~)=Tb ~?(-r)f(j)(a)/j!.
The eigenvalues of the 䱡p lacian on X are o~· = -(k _I)' =: 漮Ⱪ?= 1,2,
with eigenfunctions f3~ = b.,ajT and f3~ = (a, 'l'.)T, respectively, for
'l'.(x) = II c:~~ik_-l~~~!"'''
(Hl)-(H4) hold with p.=2, since the linear part 䱏 of (2.1.1) satisfies
2.1.1 Local stability
Thecharacteristicequationofthelinearizedequation of(2.1.1)isequivalentto
det㘬(,l,)= 孁+(k-I)'+I-(a-b)e-䅔橛䄫(k- I)'+I-(a+b)e-䅔 ) = O. (k E 丩
,l,E?is an eigenvalue if and only if for some k
偣(,l,) =,l,+ (k-I)'+ 1- Ce-䅔 = 0
with C = a - b or C = a + b. We first analyze the distribution of zeros of p~
with zero real parts. 䱥t,l,㵩t,t E 䥒?By comparing the imaginary and real
partsofP~(it), we get a parametric system as
C(t) = (I + (k -I)')cos(tr) -tsin(tr) and Imp~(,)(it) = O.
To solve this system, we consider its corresponding curve rk determined by
8(t) = C(t) and T(t) = (I + (k - I )')sin(tr) +tcos(tr). Let ott) = T(t)/8(t)
ThenO'(t) > ofor all t ElRsatisfying8(t) ㄧ??Thusr, moves counterclockwise
around the origin in the (8,T)-plane. It is easy to see that at a sequence of
critical values {t~ } ::'=o with t~ = O,t~ E «2n -1)∮⼨2r),mr⽲),r , intersects
with 8-axis at (C~,O). Since
8'(t) +T'(t) = (I + (k- I)')'+ t', C~ = (-I)≊(I+(k - I)')' + (t~)'
and {IC~llnENo is an increasing sequence. Obviously C?= 1 + (k - I)' and
(-l)nc~ >0, hence the following result holds
Lemma 2.1.1 (see Figure 1) For some k, (i) P~(,l,) has a simple pair of purely
imaginary roots ±it~ if and only if C = C~ for n 氧0; p䴬l,) has a simple zero
root,l,㵏ifandonlyifC㵃医
(ii) Pg~) only has roots with negative 牥alparts if C~ < C < C~; 2{1 + 1) roots
with positive real parts if C~+3 ?C < C~+I ; 21 + 1 roots with positive 牥alparts
ifC~, ?C < C~l+" I E No·
Proof. (i) From P~('\) = 0 and (P~('\))' = 1 + 䍲e-'听 P'(녩t㨩氧0 and
P'(O) ㄧ〬(i) is obvious from theprocesstoformC~
(ii) First, ?is a continuous function ofC according to the implicit funetion
theorem. If C = 0, P~{'\) = 0 has only one root ,?= -{I + (k - I)') < 0
Moreover, differentiating P~(),) = 0 with respect to C, we have
搾? e??摥 = I+䍲e-'咷
By computation, sign(Re~lc=c~)=sign(C~). Hence, as C increases to C~=
I+{k-I)' > 0, only one root of P~ =0 is,ero while the others have negative
real parts; when C lies between C~ and C㬬p~ has one zero with positive real
part while the others have negative real parts. AsCreachesC;,apairofcomplex
rootsofP~=Ohavezerorealpartandonehaspositiverealpartwhilethe others
have negative real parts; when C crosses C~, p~ has three zeros with positive
real parts while the others have negative real parts. Similarly, we can finish the
remaining proof. 0
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In order to study the dynamical behavior in (2.1.1), we need to discuss the
distribution of roots in det㘮(䄩 =O. P~(it~) =0 gives us -t~/( I + (k _ I )') =
tan(t~T), t~ < t~+l, and IC~I < IC~+lI. Thus we have,
Theorem 2.1.2 (See Figure 2.) For the ehameteristie equation of the linearized
equation of (2. 1.1) with Neumann boundary condition,
(i) all eigenvalues have negative real parts if and only ifC: < a+b< 䍊 = 1
andCi <a-b< I, which implies that, when (a, b) E ((a,b): C: <a+b<
I, Ci <a-b< I} , the trivial solution 01 system (2.0.1) is asymptotically stable;
(ii) ifa+b = C: andCi < a-b < 1 ora-b= Ci andC: < a+b < I, then all
eigenvalues but>. = 녩t?have strictiy negative reaiparts, where±it~ is a pair of
purely imaginary roots 01 det䰺.,(䄩 = 0 when C = Ci?
(iii) ifa+b= Cf,a-b= 1 ora+b= 1,a-b = at then all eigenvalues, except
>✽녩tf and>.=Oj have strictly negative real parts
nextC Ci 0 䍊 nextC C
Figure 2
Combining the results in Lemma 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.1.2, we know that if the
parameter C is beyond 孥昬C䨩, there exists at least one eigenvalue with positive
real part and the trivial solution may lose stability and bifurcationoccur
The occurrence of bifurcation implies a qualitative change in the solutioos. The
study of such changes is important, especially when the system possesses only a
center manifold and astable manifold near the trivial solution, we are able to
determine the whole dynamical behavior of the system. In this subsection, we
will study all generic bifurcations at the trivial solution of (2.0.1) wi thNeumann
boundary condition. We are only interested in the bifurcations at the boundary
critical values, implying detl~'1 = 0 has only eigenvalues with zero real part, so
N=lin(1.0.3). More precisely, the potential bifurcations include steady state
bifurcation with simple zero eigenvalue at 0 = 䍊 = I , Hopf bifurcation with
a simple pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues ±it~ at C = 佦 and Hopf-zero
bifurcation, the interaction of the twocodimeosion-one bifurcations
To discuss the codimension-one bifurcation, we fix b and perturbtheparam-
eter 0 at the critical value∢ as 0=∬,+1✬1?E JR. Then in (2.1.1) 䰨楪椩=
⵩橩⡏⤫ㄧ㬺≩橩⠭吩and F(iji)=1'~iji(-r)+1'bLj~2ijii(-r)f(j)(0)/j!. In (1.0.3),
刨㱰?= 䱉⠼瀩since 01 = 0 and M I = 0,
䜨㱰?= 1'~<p(-r) + Lj~21"';(-r)<;j/j! (2.1.3)
where ✻⠭爩= ⠬ⱻ⠭爩ⰧI❩⠭牗?Therefore, with (❙1,❙I) = (I⽊iTl樭l, the
FOE associated with (2.1.1)byAatthetrivialequilibriumpointis
where x(t) = (塬(t),堬(t)橔 E C([-r,O!;IR'), xi(t) = (x{(t),~(t)jT. Denote
~bethesecond-orderterm ofthenonlineartermsinthis855OCiatedFDE,
we have
䘬(楰,⼢)⼲= T~ip(-r) +呢"樢(O)楰'(-r)/ 2. (2.1.5)
Case l. Transcritical bifurcat ion We first consider the simplest bifurca-
tion occurring in (2.1.1). When the critical value ao satisfies (i) ao + b = C?= I
and 慯-b E (CLI), or (ii) 慯-b?C?and ao+bE (CLI), Theorem?? implies
A={O}. Itsufficestodiscussthecase(i). The phase space C of the linearized
equation of (2.1.1) can be decomposed as C = P 䔹 Qwith respect to?:C~ P,
,,(楰)= (1㍕椩 [㱉㸨Ifi ,ꭩp(뜩,.a㬩)1:)1, (2.1.6)
with 㰱㸽 V" 1晩㵖(2⬲C䩲)- 1",Vt䐢1㌱ = (1⼮,fiT,O橔and 1㌱ = (0, 1⼮,fiT橔
Following Theorem 4.1 in [171, the normal forms of PFDE and its associated
FDE are the same for thefirst-and second-order terms. Bycomputation,wecan
obtain the normal form of the associated FDE (2.1.4) up to the second order,
with respect to A={O) as
i?= 2?,(/"?+ CJ~,z2/2) + h.o.t (2. 1.7)
Thus the bifurcation at ao is transcritical s i nce~,=f"(O)/.,fiT¥ O
Case 2. Hopf bifurcationlf aosatisfies(i)ao+b=CI andao-bE (CL I),
or (ii) 慯-b?C! and 慯⭢ E (CLI), the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation
ata=ao since the transversality condition is confi rmed in theproofofLemma
2.1,A= {-itLitn. We consider (i) only, (ii) can be t reated in a similar way
The phase space of the linearized system of (2.1.1) C = p 䔹 Q with respect to
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rrdefined by (2.1.6) for
㱉?= le":'Vi,e-"I'ViJ:= (ꈢ瑨)?屪I= co!(v."䐱 e-":', 1I㬧1?1e"I'), (2.1.8)
II E P =span{(/3:,/3~)¢" ({31.1J~)th)'
II = p(/3:,/3~)¢. + q(/3I.1J~)th:= ('倢'倲f/.㭲r
for p,qEIR. (H5')holdssincefrom(2.1.5),fork ~2,,pI, ¢,EC(I-r,OI ;R)and
~DIF2(ll,,..)(,p./3~+¢'/3n
{Ⱞ.Ɒ.(⵲絋2䥡漧P.(⵲)Ɒ.(⵲)⭢㹰2(⵲)ꈬ(-r)J}/3~
+(,..,p2(-r}K2[b>p.(-r),pI(-r)+ao'P2(-r)¢,(-r)J}/3~ (2.1.9)
Hence we can derive the normal form of (2.1.4) in polar coordinates, up to
the third order, as
{
瀮 = Re(e-"I'䐮⤬..?+ 剥⡋Ⱙ瀧+ h.o.t
(2.1.10)
~ = ⵴氫h.o.t
wherewith,,=!,"(O)/rr,and
XI~-2Re(D.)+ 2i~:r'~I~.+~)_~e-<t:'(D.+.::t~Dl)J},
栬 = 4{1~2Re(DI(-I-~+~))I(I-Cn-·+2Re(D:;: n. (2.1.1 1)
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Case 3. Hopf-zero bifurcation To discuss the codimension-two bifurca.
t ion, we perturb the parameters a,bat the critical valuesao and boasa=ao+l',
戽扯+v, 䤧,vE 䩒. Then in (2.1.1), 䰨i偊 = -␨伩+Tl㨤(-T) and 䘨␩=
T~$(-T)+Tr Lmf(j)(O)$i(-T)Jj!. When the critical values ao,bo satisfy (i)
ao-bo=C?and 慯+扯=C䤮or (ii) 慯-扯=C/ and ao+bo=C䨬䄽箱itl,佽. It
is sufficient to consider the case (i) . The phase spaceC related to (2.1.1) can be
decomposed by rrsimi䩡rly as (2.1.6) with 4㸽 客≜伬,op,?and Wsatisfying
4㸨8)= 孥<t:8V?e-<t18V, ,V,], 眨猩=捯lev,TD,e-<ti',v{D,e<ti', V,TD,紬(2.1.12)
where ⵔ㨺?8㨺?0㨺?猺㨻T, D, and D, are defined in (2.1.6) and (2.1.8)
respectively.
The FDE associated with (2.1.1) by ?has a similar form as (2.1.4) with T㬢
and T~ replaced by Tl?and T~ respectively. It is easy to verify that (H5') holds
Since in the normal form of the associated. FDE the coefficients of the second-
order terms are zero due to the structure in (2.0.1),thehigher-order terms have
quali tative effects and we need to compute the normal form up to the third order
Therefore, the normalform of (2. 1.1), upto thethird order,canbeobtainedin
cylindrical coordinate asI?= (I' + v)Re(D, e-<tiT)p+ Re(K,)p3 + Re(K3)pz' + h.o.t8=-tl+h.o.t (2. 1.13)Z= 2D,(1' - v)z + K,zp' + K4Z3+ h.o.t,
with Kt and h,givenin (2.1.11),and
K2=2D2(2CJ Re(4iC;2Cfe-itlrDdt~+eitITh3+~)/2 + 2(䩄 2C䨬
K3=D,<,C/{2i(,孃䤨D,e-'<tiT- 伬)-2e-≉TD,C䩬/t:+h3) + (3D,Cle-"iT,
K4 =2D,(,C䩒e(2i(,C/e-<ti TD,/tD + (3 D,C䨡3,
h3 = 4D,C䨼,e-1':T {i/t: -e;118~/2+C/i/tU(itl+I -C⽥-≉T)-t?
2.2 Dirichlet boundary condition
In this section we study (2.0.1) with Dirichlet boundary condition u(t,O) =
v( t ,O) = u(t, ⸮) = v(t, ⸮) = O. Under this condition, (H5') does not hold and
we will set up the relationship between the normal forms of the PFDEand its
associated FDE. Define X = ( (u,v): u,v E W"'(O,⸮): u(O) = v(O) = u(..) =
v(..)=O}withtheinnerproduct(.,-)inducedbythatofL'(O, ..).Itis easy to see
thatzeroisnolongeraneigenvalueofLaplacianinthiscase.lnfact,eigenvalues
in X of D2 are ~.. = _k2 = : ?k?ik = 1,2 with corresponding normalized
eigenfunctions 1㍩ = (oyk, O)T,13~ = (O,'奫)?respectively, '奫(X) = sin(k砩fiF?
Similarly (Hl)-(H4) hold withpk = 2 and at the trivial equilibrium point, (2.0.1)
can be transformed into (2.1.1) in C = C([-r,O];X). Denote
p~ = .䡫'+ I -C攭䅔 , C~ = (- I)nJ(1 +k')' + (t~)'. Lemma2.1.1 holds and
thedistributionoftheeigenvaluesofthecharacteristicequationisthe same as
For the same reason as that in the previous section, we only need to consider
the region flo = ((a,b): CI ?C = a±b ?Cn where C?= 2 and C?=
ⵊ㐢+呴昩✮At the boundary critical values of 晬漬the system has possible
bifurcations including steady state (simple zero) at C = C䨬Hopf bifurcation at
C=Cfandtheinteractionofthesetwoone-codimensionbifurcations
To discuss the codimension-one bifurcation, we fix b and let 愽慯⭊䨬ㅊE 䥉?
Then in (2.1.1)
䰨嘳)㴭嘳(O)+椺O嘳(-r)
䘨牰) = T~rp(-r)+Tg~rpi{-r)fU)(O)fj!.
Corresponding to (1.0.3), 〬 = -I, M, = diag(-I, -I). In the associated FDE
of (2.1.1), 䜨捰) is defined in (2.1.3) with our choice of 1㌱ and 1㌱, R{<p) =
M,<p{O)+L,(<p) whereL,(-) is defined in (2.1.2). Parallel to the discussion in
Section2.2,wehave
Case 1. Transcritical bifurcation Let a;, satisfy a㬬⭢= C?= 2 and
a㬬-?E (䌯, 2), then A= {O}. The phase space C can be decomposed similarly
with respect to rr as (2.1.6) with 4?= V" 111 = V㭲D" The normal fonn of the
associated FDEwith respecttoA has thesarne form as (2.1.7) withC?=2and
(,=4(2/ rr)'/'f"{0)/ 3. ltisclearthatthebifurcationata;,=2-bistranscritical
Case 2. Hopfbifurcation Let a;, aatisfy a㬬⭢= 挺and a㬬-扅 (C/,C䨩,
then A = {녩瑮?The phase space C can be decomposed as before by rr as (2.1.6)
associatedwithA, and4㹡ndlll have theaame form as that in (2.1.8). But (HS')
fai ls. In fact, foralluEP, 唽∨汻<p,,<p,)爬for 欻㨾?2, 嘢,,, ℯ䨲EC(嬭r,O崻I利,
1/2D,F,{u,,,,堢✬1㍩⬱/㹩䩄has the same form as (2.1.9), whereas
({1/2)D,F,{u, ",)("✬1㍩+ !/J213~)'P;)~~,
= 呧{<p,(⵲)∧氨⵲),<p,(⵲)ꈬ(⵲뭦∨O)≫
with"k㨽{,,(k"f,,"(,)=O ifkiseven,or-4(2/rr)'/'/孫(k'-4)?ifkisodd.
Since (H5') does not hold, we can not obtain the information directly from
the normal form of the associated FDE. However, we can still make use of the
relationship between the normal formsofPFDE (2.1.1) and its associated FDE
to study the Hopfbifurcation. By the decompositionofC, (2.1.1) can be trans-
ⵉ
I
I
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where B = diag筩tL-itn, z = ⡚l,∩E C', Y E C?n?,
CJ:={iOE C :~E C , iO(O)Edom(D')},
䅬iO = ~ + Xo[䰨iO) + 䐧iO⡏) - ~(O)] ,
f](z,y) = ㄱ?⠰) ({Pi ((PUm l<I>zl+y) ,P;»:~I
fJ(z,y)={I - rr)XoFi ((PUn [㱉㹺J⭹)
Since the characteristic equation of the associated FOE,detl'l, = Oonlyhas
a pair of eigenvalues with zero real parts, Le. ±t~i which correspond to the eigen-
functi onspace <I> ,then we can decompose the phase space C, = C([-r, 0]; I?')of
the associated FOE as C, = span {㱉? EDQ?Let x, = 㱉?z(t) + y, with z(t) E C'
and here, different from that in PFOE, y E Qndom(AOl ) ,
䅯I'l' = 㱐 +?o?R(❉✩- 㱰(〩崬 ❉?E dom(Aod c C,
fJ )z,y) = ㄱ? 0) ({Pi ((PUn ?<I>z+y䨩,P:»:~I '
f朩z,y) = {I - rr)Xo (Pi ((瀺Ɒnl<I>z+y䨩 , P~»):~ "
i:=Bz+ ~ fJi(Z , y)Jj ! dY/dt=AOIY+ ~ fgi(Z,y)Jj!
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Let z = Bz⭧樨z,O,䤢)/2?... and z= Bz?杊,,(z, O,䤢)/2?
forms in complex coordinates on the center manifold at zero for PFDE (2.1.1)
and its associated FDErespectively, we have the follows'
Theorem 2.2.1 The norma/form of PFDE (2.1. 1) i?
i? = Bz + g~(z, O,I")f2! + 杝(z,O,䤢)/㌡+ h.o.t
= Bz + 杊.,(z,伬I∩?2?+ 杊,,(z, 0, 1∩⼳1+ (K. z1 z?K.~zdT + h.o.t
Ks = 䍩䄻 昻⡃??步ⵦ瑬?+ Cl ,keitlT)Dll ,C伬i?= k2 +2~~ 䌡 I
C", (2tli + k' +ii?)e≉?_ 挺 with ii. = 䤢(O)C㨼㸮
Proof. From theproofof l17,Theorem 4,1) and because of the occurrence of
Hopfbifurcation in associated FDE,杊,,(z,O)=杪(z,O)=Oan?fory = 0
7~(z, 0,1∩ = 7i,,(z, 0, 1∩+ ~[D,li(z, y,䤢䩉,=oUi(z,䤢)-D,/䨬,(z,y, I≊I,=o啊,,(z, 1∩?
~ 7i,,(z,0'1")+3'!'(O)(~(D . F,«PI. P1)[<I'z],I"J
x(f㬨hiPk + h%p~)(z,I")),pf))I= . (2.2.1)
where h(z, 1∩ :=Ui(Z,I")=L'~I(hiPk + h?灦) is the unique solution of
(Mih)(z,氢)=D,h(z,䤢)Bz-A. (h(z,䤢?= fi(z,?,1")
(see [18)). Forhi(z)㨽hi(z, 伩 (i= I , 2) ,
mDF,((灬.l䨱)?㱬?z崩(L k??(hiPk + h~pm(z),PDJI= .
= (1'㨻"䤢(O)(e il1띺.+ e-ili띺,)')'. L k?. '央(hi (z),h┨zW,ℳ1))㨽.
= Lk㸮 (e-iti ' z. + eiti ' z,)㰾.䤢(O)1'㨻"(hi(z)(-T), h┨z)( -TW
Now, we need to compute h1{z), h~{z) in (2.2.1) by solving
(M~h)(z,O)=mz,O,O),
f~(z,0,0)=XoF2 ((I㌺,氳?l㱉㹺崩-(㙌l㍮嬼I㹗(O) ({F2 ((I3L13~)?㱉?穝,O)'~)):=I]
On the other hand, since (Mih)(z,0)=D.h(z)Bz-A1h(z), then for k > I,i=
1,2,
{ ~~:~:1~~~:;~HO)+h~(0)={e-"ITzl+e"ITz2)'iik (2.2.2)
whereii欽䍉∧次∨O),∧欽(❙㼬✩❫)=(❙I❙欬❙l)and
h~(z)(O) = 1eh~{z)(O)I.=o. Starting from the lowest order, we set
Solving(2.2.2),we have
h??,k = 2iik⽛k2+ 1 - C?:= CO,k,
After obtaining h? = 1,2) and substituting h(z, 1✩= L:k~ 1 (h11㌱ + h~I3~) into
(2.2.1),then
㜻(z,0)
= 7~,3{Z,0) +㍗⠰??2:.,⼢(O)㰾kT:"(h1,h┩T(e":띺?+ e-":'z2)(-T)]
= 㜻"(z,0)+61~r(0)<>kCI((CO'ke-":T+Cl,ke":T)z~Z2
+Co,ke"IT + C\,ke-":T)~ZI)I(DI' 1?1)T + h.D.t .
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and we completed the proof. 0
In fact, the normal form of the associated FDE in polar coordinate has the
same form as (2.1.10) with corresponding value of tl. Then the normal form of
PFDEinpolarcoordinateis
{
?= Re(e- it?T䑉l⼧p+ Re(KI + K,)p3 + h.G.t
~ = -tl+h.G.t.
Case 3. Hopf-zero bifurcation Let a = a?+⼢ b = bo + 瘮 a?, bo satisfy
a,,+b漽䍉 anda,,-bo=C㘮 Then A = 箱it紬佽 and in (2.1.1),
L⠤紽-ⴤ(〩+夺㬺␨-r)
MI㱰⡏) + LI⠼瀩 with LI (·) defined in (2.1.2), MI = -1 and 〨✱✩is defined in
(2.1.3) with 奩?replaced by Y~. With the same procedure as in Case 2, it is easy
to verify that (H5') fai ls. As for the relationship between the normal forms of
PFDE (2.1.1) and its associated FDE, similar to Theorem 2.2. 1, we have the
following result, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2. 1 and we omit it
i = Bz +㥩(z,0, ⼢瘩⼲+ . and i = Bz +㤶.,(z, 0, ⼢瘩⼲+
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Z=(Zt,Z"Z3) EC3• B=diag{itL-itLO) .
be nonnaljorms in complex coordinates on the centermanijold at zerojor PFDE
(2.1. I} and its associated FDErespectively. Then, the nonnaljonn oj PFDEis
where KS1 䍏o? and CI,1e are given in Theorem 2.2.1, and
K, = ꌻakDt(Co,ke-㱴ℬj 2+C"k). K,=~ꌻ™(O)CtkD,C⼧CO,k.
K, = ꌻ™(OPkD,C⼧(2Re(C',k)+CO,k), C"k=2™(O)Ctk?嬨tli+k'+䤩e'i"?C⼧-?)
According to the result in Section 2. the normal form of the associated FOE
is as (2.1.13) in cylindrical coordinates, Thus, the normal form of PFOE in
cylindrical coordinates is
?
p.' = (I?+ v)Re(Dㅥ-㱴i,)p+ Re(K, + K,)p3 + Re(K3+ K6)z'p+ h.o.t
B=-tl+h.o.t
z = 2D,(䤧-v)z+ (K, + K,)zp'+ (K, + K,)z3 + h.o.t .
Chapter 3
Dynamics in a competition
diffusion system with uniformly
distributed delay
We consider a competition system with uniformly distributed delay and diffusion,
8?佦 ~
8v佦 =
u(t,D) = u(t.1r)~v(t. D)=,,(t.1r) '~D,
(u,瘩 = (❐䤬屐㈩, ⴨含伩㱴⑄,D⑸␱爬
with initial functions ❐䤾❐?E C« -(T +〩,D) ,Y). [n the present chapter, X =
H 2湈? where H2,䡊 is the standa.rd notation for the real-valued Sobolev spaces
The work in this chapter is the main content of 135j which has been submitted
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3.1 Existence of positive steady state solution
and corresponding eigenvalues
ThesteadystateequationofEq. (3.0.1) is
{
dD'u+l3u(l - b1u- c,v) =0. (3.1.1)dD'v+ l3v( I-⅊,v-c,u)=O
Similar to [6),we havethefollowingdecomposition
L'(O,lT) =N(dD' +13.) ff?R (dD'+I3. )
where 13. = d, N(dD' + (3. ) and R (dD' + (3. ) are null and range spaces of the
operatordD'+{3. with the form
N(dD' +{3. ) =span{sinx}, R (dD'+{3. ) = {UE L'(O,lT): (sin x,u) = 0),
respectively. Let
{
up(砩 = ({3⵻3.)ol(sinx +({3⵻3. )6(x)
(3.1.2)vp(砩 =((3 -{3.)o,(sinx + ({3 -{3.)~,(x»,
where (~"sinx) = 0 (i= I ,2). Substituting (3.1.2) into (3.1.1) yields
(dD'+i䨧){䤫sinx+(i?⵩?.){䤭i䨨sinx +(i䨭i?.){,)
xlb,ol (sin x+(iJ-iJ. ){, )+c, o,(sin x+(iJ-iJ.)6)J~ O,
(dD' +i?. )㘫?in?+ (i䨭i?. )6⵩䨨sinx + (i䨭i?. ){,)
x䤡㸬o,(sin?+ (i䨭i?. )6)+c,ol(sinx +(i䨭i?.){,묩=0
Next,wearegoingtousetheimplicitfunctiontheoremtoveri fytheexistenee
of the solution (up,vp)o f (3. 1.3) for {3 near {3• . At {3={3.. (3.1.3) becomes
{~:~:: ;: ~;:: :㨺㨺㴻?㨺?:~~::: : ::::~ : ~: (3.1.4)
~~I
h 卩n'xdx⼨?'h sin3塤x) =3tr/(8p. ) =ao.
Forming inner product with sinx on both sides of (3.1.4), after an algebraic
ca!culationwe haveat.,Q2.as
at. = b,~=~:c, ao > 0, a?= b,~=㩣,ao > 0, (3.1.5)
under the given condition (䍓d. From (3.1.4) and (3.1.5), ~" and ?. are well
defined which solve Eq. (3.1.4). We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.1 {gO, Theorem e.1?There are a small enough constant p' > p.
and a continuously differentiable mapping 13 ⴭ?(~,p,~,p,a,p,a,p) from 113.,13' 1
to X' x JR' such that (3.1.1) holds and(~,p,sin x) =0 (i= 1,2)
We will omit some similar proofs and only emphasize the ones which are
different from that in [901.
According to Theorem 3.J.1,itiseasy to see that (up,vp) defined in (3.1.2)
satisfies the steady state equation (3.1.1). Consequently,thefollowing corollary
Corollary 3.1.2 ForeverypE 嬬8.,13'崬 (3.〮1) has a positive solution (up,vp)
with the asymptotic expression (3.1.e)
LetpE 嬬8. ,??樬O㱐?⵰. « l ,and (up(x),vp(x)) be the positivespatially
nonhomogeneous equilibrium of system (3.0.1) expressed as (3. 1.2). Define the
operatorA(p)??(A(p))ⴭ㭹'as
A(p) = (dD'+p) I ⴱ3 ( b'啐+䌧v p 0 ) ,
o b,vp?c,up
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with domain 嘨A(,䈩?= X'. Then the linearized system of (3.0.1) is
(3.1.6)
with 㝝 beinga2x2 matrix and each element 潦T?in the space of bounded
variation BV([-(r +〩,0]; Y). Then A(,䈩 generates a compact Co semigroup
156J. Let Ar(,䈩 be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup induced by the
solut ions of (3.1. 6) with
Ar(,䈩 ( ~ ) = ㄰ ( ~ ) ,-(r +〩 ?e?0,
and嘨䅲(,䈩) being the set of all
satisfying
( ~ ) Ec(f-(r+o),O),Y')
( ∧;) EC([-(r+o),O),Y'), (∧1(0) ) EX',∧; ∢(0)
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Therefore the characteristic equation of (3.0.1) is
["(>"fJ'T)=A(fJ)_fJ IT+6 ~e-"dO ( b'uP ClUP ) _ >.I
TO Ⱜ∬噰 I㸬癰
EigenvaluesofA,.(fJ) with zero real parts play key roles for the analysis of
stabi li ty of steady state solution. We first analyze the existence of the zero
eigenvalue.
Lemma 3.1.3 IfT <': O, thenOisnotaneigenvalueofAT(fJ)forfJ.<fJ~fJ'
Proof. IfOisaneigenvalue, then (3.1.8) holds for some (Yl ,Y2)T", (O,o橔 and
>'(fJ) = 0, i e.
YI =nlsin x+(fJ-fJ . )~I. (~l,s in x) = 0,
Y2=n,sinx+(fJ-p, )'I2, (❉㈬sinx)=0, (3.1.10)
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wheren㭅䌮 Then substitutingYl,Y2into(3. 1.9),wehave
䝄 2⭻3?⵻3 ( 2b'U~+CIV~ C1U~ ))( nlsinx+({3-{3' )~l ) = 0.(3.1.11)
? C2v~ 2b,v~+C2u~ n2卬䑸+(笳-笳. )✱2
By a simple calculation, (3.1.11) is equivalent to the system
(dD2 + {3' )~1 +(nlsinx+({3-{3. )~,)-{31(2bl<>l(sin x+({3-{3. )(tl
+ 䍉㰾2(卩n堫 (笳-笳. )㚻)(n,sin x+ (笳⵻3. ⥱,?
(dD2 : ;~~~s:(::s~:x-:~(~;.~:)S~;I::(::~)::~~?. )㘩 (3.1.12)
x (n,sinx+({3-{3)~,)+(2b,<>2(sinx+({3-{3. )6)
+ c2<>,(sinx+({3-{3.)6))x(n2sinx+({3-{3')'I2)1~0
WithasimilarprocessasbeforewecanverifythatTJi,1l.j(i=1,2),arecontinuous
withrespecttofJ. We can expand ∱椬湩(i= l ,2) as
❉i=~~Y)({3 - I3. )j-l,ni =~nY)(I3-I3.)j-1,
~ij) = 䩩⸮❩??~i - L~(~ :i;i?_~笳.)✭䤬
湹?= 䩩⸮❩䨮湯 - L~(~ ~l;)~ ~笳.)✭1
When 13=13. , (3.1.l2) becnmes
(3. 1.13)
Without loss of generality, we fi rst assume that both n屉),n~')?o. Then (3. 1.13)
becomes
{~:~:: ::~~j:;~j:;=;::~=:::::::ni,~~~:)~~:~:: ::::::~, (31.14)
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where~•• is defined in (3.1.4). If
then ~I)In~') = ⵢI/el = -l㸬le, which contradicts the condition ⡃S⸩?If one
or both of
is/are nonzero, (3.1.14) does not holdsincesin'x tt n(dD'+{3.). From the
above. discussion, we h.,ve ni?= °and tl,en ~i'" = O(i = 1.,2) With the same
with the same analysis. The proof is eompleted. 0
In thefoJlowing,we consider the existence of purely imaginaryeigenvalues
It is obvious that AT ({3) hasanimaginaryeigenvalue?=i'? t'奩'0) if and 0 nly
if that the following equation is solvable for (是i≦⽩稩Ti' (O,O)T
(3.1.15)㨺?⤩??=?
where⵹T = ro+2n-n-,n = 0, 1,2, .. 慮摷䔨伬㉲爩? Denote
Tn = (眫2浲)? (n=0,1,2 , ... )
We have the following lemmas
Lemma 3.1.4 {gO, 䱥浭慓.ljlj桷,是i䤬 是i稩獯l癥獅?. (匮1.1㔩睩瑨(O,0)Ti'
(是i䤬是i稩T䕘?, 瑨en'?= O({3-{3.) , '夯({3-{3. )㨽?is unijonnly boundedjor
fJE (fJ.. fJ · j, and')'(II!pdl~c+llthll~c) is e煵a?to
-1mU: fJe- i?].'~e-i7'dO(up(b,!P'+c,th)ꈬ+癰(挬ⅰ,+戬th)ꈬ)d?) .
Lemma 3.1.5 (6, Lemma 2.㤯 If z E Xc and (sin(x), z) = 0, then
1«dD'+fJ. )z,z)1 ~3fJ. llzlI~c
NowforfJE (fJ. ,fJ띪,assumethat(⵹,r㭝,ⅰ≴h)is a solut ion of (3.1.15) with
(ⅰ≴h)Tf(?,伩T.学weignoreascalarfactor, (ⅰ≴h)can be represented as
ⅰ, = sin x+(fJ-fJ.)~,(x), (sinx,~,)=O,
th = (N+iM)?in砫(fJ-fJ . )℩㈨砩,(sin x,℩2)=0
(3.1.16)
To show the existence of ~, ,!)2, M and N for fJ E (fJ.,fJ≝, substituting
(異,癰) in (3.1.2), (ⅰ?th) in (3.1.16) and')'= (fJ-fJ. )hinto (3.1.15) yields the
gl(~"!)2,h,,,,,M,N,fJ)
= (dD' +fJ. )~, +(I -ih)(sin x+(fJ-fJ. )~,)
(3.1.17)
X[bl(sinx+(fJ-fJ.)~,)+c,((N+iM)sinx+(fJ-fJ.)!)2»)=O,
!/2(~l,!)2,h,r;],M,N,fJ)
= (dD' +fJ. )启㈫(I -ih)(N+iM)?in z+(fJ-fJ. )启㈩
ⵦJlb,o,p(sin稫(fJ-fJ. )第瀩+ 䌲o,p(si n?+ (fJ-fJ.)?,炻)
碫N+iM)獩n砫(fJ-fJ.)启㈩-fJo㉐(獩n砫(fJ-fJ. )第瀩
硥-i?Jgiei"d9[b,«N+iM)si n x+(fJ-fJ . )~,)
+c,(sinz+(fJ-fJ . )T/2»)~O.
(3.1.18)
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Notice that 䨺Ⅵ-''' d?--? 1 as/3--㸯3. , we cao choose
~h = (I - ih.)M.~, . , '72. = (I - ih.)N'~h,
with ~h defined in (3.1.4), M. = 0, ∧. = ,,/2, and h. ,N. E 䩒?satisfying
㰾hc,N㨫(b,㰾, . -b,㰾, . )N, -o,㰾, . = 0,
㰾,.(b,⭣,N . ) = h,㰾o,
i.e. N. =~ > °from (CS,) and h. = 1. Then it is easy to see that
gi(~h,'72"h..∧.. M.,N.,/3.) = 0, i = 1,2
Defining G = (g) I ••• ,96) : X~ x 䩒? X 刬 with
(3.1.19)
(3.1.20)
g3(~','72,h,,,,,M,N,/3) = Re(sinx'~l) =0,
g'(~I,'72,h,,,,,M,N,/3)= lm(sinx'~l) = 0,
g5(~','72,h,,,,,M,N,/3) =剥(sinx,'72) = 0,
g6(~','72,h,,,, ,M,N,/3) = lm(sinx,~,) = 0,
it is obvious that G(~h, '72.. h..∧.. M.. N.. /3. ) = 0. To obtain the existence ol
roots in (3. 1.17), (3.1.18) and (3.1.20) by using the implicit lunction theorem,
we need to prove that the operator
is bijective, where J = D('71m,h,w,M,N)G(7JI.,Tf2.,h.,ro.,M.,N.,/3.)
Theorem 3.1.6 /90, Theorem 9.1/ There is a continuously differentiable map-
/3 --?(~,~, Tf2t䨬h~, "'~, M~, N~) from 1/3.. /3 ' ) to X' X 䩒'
such that (~I~,Tf2tJ,h~,,,,~,M~,N~) solves (9.1.17). (9.1.18) and (9.1.20). More-
over,ij/3E(/3••/3· j. the solution mapping is uni煵e.
Theorem 3.1.6 shows the existence of geometric simple purely imaginary
eigenvaJue i"(andits eigenfunction(w.. ,p.,)Tℨ?,佪Tfor {3EI{3. ,{3· ]·
The following corollary can be obtained immediately from the above theorem
Corollary 3.1.7 Foreach{3E({3. ,{3· ] the eigenvalue problem
ha.sasolution(∨,T,?..Ɒ⸬?i!and only i!
∨p= ({3 - {3. )hp, T = Tn = (∧p+ ㉭r)⼧奰, n =0,1,.·
( 㨺) = C ( ???:i~P~:~):~ ({3 _ {3. )rnp ) , (3.121)
whereCisan arbitrarynonzeroconstant, an搱??⡊,∱㈨䨬h晊,晩䨨䨬书䨬䵰are de·
scribed in Theorem 䥊.ㄮ?
3 .2 Stability of the positive equilibrium
In this section we study the stability of the positive equilibrium (up ,vp) with {3E
({3. ,{3' ] fixed ,and the delay T as a parameter passing through Tn,n= 0, 1,··
First, we need to find the eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator of the linear
operator of (3.0.1) by solving the adjoint of (3.18),
6(')(i"(~AT) (㩧)
= (A ({3)-i"(p-{3e-'~ r' ~e-;.y.dO ( bㅕ? c,vp)) (wl~) = 0.(3.2.1)Jo 䍬upb⴬噐 wi)
Similarly, let
Then there is a continuously differentiable mapping {3 ~ (ry~;'> , r(㨻䨬N~o), M~o »),
from 孻3. ,{30?to 塬 xlR'suchthat (3.2.2)satisfies (3.2. 1),andat {3={3.
ry~ : ) = (I - ih, )~,o , ryl㨩= (I - iho )N! o)~l o , 両漩 = ~No, 䴡 ?= 0
T?⬶?We can choose a basis of eigenspace in C([-(T + 6),O],IR') of the linear
operator of (3.0.1) as ( cl>~, ~~) where cl>~ = (,p,~, ",,~)Te;>6', ,p;~ (i = 1, 2) is given
in (3. 1.21) , for -(Tn +6)㨺㭏㨺㬰
and the inner product of 1⽊,瑐 as
⠬瀬ㄧ?= ⠬瀨?⤬ㄧ??묢 - ? ?㨢❈? ,p (~ - O)dry(O)1'(~)~dx
睨敲攬?ⰱ❅C✨[- (T漫㘩??崬大?and ry is defined in (3.1.7)
LetSfJ,.denotetheinnerproductof wpl (f.,erelatedtoTn 8S
卉䩮 ~( 'Pp, ~~)
~ ?? 'Pp(O)cl>~(O)dx - 䤻I~(T"H) J~ ❐?⡻- O)ldry(8)J~~({)d{dx
= I;(,pl;'>"',~H~;'>~)dx
whereL(·) is defined in (3.1.7). Then we have the followinglemroawhich will be
useful in the proof of the algebraic simplicity of the purely imaginaryeigenvalue
i≻pinLemma3.2.2.
Lemma 3.2.1 For each{3 E ({3. ,{3· j,匯l. '℧?
Proof. 乯tingthat⵹p=伨{3⵻3. ) and
匯l. ~ i{3.(~ +2mr)( I ,N!·» ( bl "" C'''I') ( 1 ) Jo'sin3 xdx0㈢'. b,,,,. N.
⭊㬨I ⭎?·⥎.⥳in'xdx'℧Oas{3~{3.
whereOi_,i= 1,2,N!·),N",areallpositive.O
Lemma 3.2.2 (90, Lemma 㐮2?For each {3 E ({3. ,{3' j, A = i≻p is a simple
eigenvalue oj A閕({3), n = O, I , · ·
SinceA =i"YfJ isasimpleeigenvalueofATnlit isnotdifficulttoshow that there
are a neighborhood of ⡲測椢筰Ⱜ瀬倬ⱰⱰ?in 伯l. x ???x ?⽬.C IRxC xX~ and a
continuously differentiable mapping ??.. -. 䍦樮?x X~ such that for each T E Op...
theonlyeigenvalueof䄮({3) inCp?is A(r?and its corresponding eigenfunction
is (,p,(r,{3),,p,(r,{3)f with
In the following, we discuss the sign of Re䄧(rn) which will be 畳敤 for ana?
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lyzing the property of the steady state (u~,v~). Differentiating
(
❨(听{3??㘨䄨吩ⱻ3ⱔ? = 0, TEO~"圬(听{3?
睩threspectto呡t吮, multiplying by (睩㭬,睬㭝)and integrating on (O,,,.),睥
have
C1U~ ) ( Wl~ ) dx
b,v~ W,~
Therefore,
xJ;(Wi;]Wl~ +wl;]w,~) dx
Lemma 3.2.3 䙯?each{3 E ({3. ,{3'j, ?e䄧(??>0 (n=O,l,"')'
Proof. Since 'Y~ = O({3 - (3.) and 瑶?= ~ + O({3 - (3. ), it is easy to see that
eⴧ✧❤䈩='Y~6+0(({3_{3.)3),
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J;(w~i,w~} ( 㨺?㨺?) ( 㨻) dx
= ( Iⱎ?l) ( bㅡlP c1a lP ) ( 1 ) J;Sin3Xdx) (P-P.紫伨P-P .)'.o,愬?b,愲P N.
ThenR.e11 is equal to
",pO(I+N!·)N.~ (I ,N!' )) ( bㅡlP c瑡lP) (I) 昧獩n3Xdx) (晊-笳.)瑏(晈3.紳㹏.
尺 o,愬?b,愲P N. Jo
To check the stability of the nonconstant steady state solution (u,O,vp) with
delays听㈺ちnd 㘾 O, fi rstwhen T= Otheeigenvalue problern is reduced to
YI = sin x +伨P - P. ), Y, =ppsin?+伨P - P. )'
wherepp䕃andpp--㹰as倭-㹐 •. SubstitutingYI,Y' into the characteristic
equation,multiplyingbothsidesbysinxandintegratingitfromOto7r,yields
~ao = -(bl + cIP)al . J?!攭∧d?+伨P - P.)
~aop = -(b,瀫 o,絡,. J?Ⅵ-䄸 dO +伨P - P.) (3.2.3)
Denoting OIo/({3 ?{3. ) = 䴢 䨺Ⅵ?A?d?= 䴬(,尩, (3.2.3) implies
p = - '\M~:~~:.~,('\)
F(❜) = ,\'+ ~'\M,(,\)+ (b'''ⴧ㬺,lah ,.乱(❜)
= : ⱜ?+ B,❜䴬(❜)+ B,䴿 (❜) = 0,
where according to condition (CS,), B. , B, > O. To analyze the zeros of 䘨❜),
we follow the method in [23] and [24). From a general result in complex variable
theory, thenumberofrootsofF('\)=Oin the right half of the complex pIane
will be given by
A~2kℬ(利 ~d'\ ~ 0,
since F('\)isanalyticforRe'\ > O. 䡥re ⵹(R) is taken as the closed semicircular
contour centered at the origin and contained in Re'\~O
FromAppendixA,wehave
It follows that the number of eigenvalues of Ao({3) with positive real partsisO
Then we have the following lemma
Lemma 3.2.4 ForanyiJ > 0 andT = 0, the steady state solution (up,vp) is
stable
Remark 3.2 .1 For the case 楊= 0, i.e. the uniformly distributed delay becomes
discrete delay, it is well proved in (S晬that all the eigenvalues ofA,({3) have
negativerealpartsatT=O
The following theorem holds since ReX(Tn ) > 0 from Lemma 3.2.3
T heorem 3.2.5 FOTany {J E ({J. ,{J' ], 0 < (J' -{J.« I , there exist2(n+l)
eigenvalues of the infinitesimalgenerntorAr(.B) with positive real part whenrE
(Tn,Tn+d,n= O, I ,· ·
3.3 The existence of Hopf bifurcation
In this section we will study the Hopfbifurcation from the positive equilibrium
(Up,Vp) as the time delay T crosses ro. A sirnilardiscussion can be carried out
for all otherTn,n= 1, 2"" . For fixed{J E ({J.. {J' ! andT=To+',denote
U(t,·)=u(t,.)-up, V(t,·)=u( t ,·)-up
Substituting U,V into (3.0.1),wehaveasystemequivalent to (3.0.1),
d (u) ( U(t» )摴 V = A∬(iJ,') V(t) + g(U., \It,,) (3.3.1)
A ((J,,) = A({J) ( u)_{J ( b'U? c'U?) ( J㨺㨧㰫 ' ~U(t - 㤩搹 )
'" v c,up lJ.,up J:::"+6 ~V(t-9)d9
-{J ( b'U c'U ) ( J:::"+' ~U(t-9)d9 )
c,V 䥊.,V J㨺㨺+?~V(t - ?)??
and g:C<l-(ro+o), O], X')~ Y'isa nonlinearoperatordefinedby
Letwp = 2牲桰 and WI(t) = U(I+u)t),w,(t) = V(I+u)t). Then (U(t), V(t»
is an wp( l ?u)⵰eriodic solution of (3.3.1) if and only if (w,(t),w,(t)) is an
wp⵰eriodic solution of
(w) (w) (b U cu )( .J:'b+6~d8 )ㄮ ' 㵁(倩 ✭?,p ,p ∧+㙵≬t-匩 +G«,u,wt),(3.3.2)w, W, 挬癰b,癰 f::~d8
whereG«,u,w,) is equal to
setting (J = 㠫f and for convenience omitting the tilde. Similar to [611 we use
the following notations
(I) ~ (8) = (~p(O) , ~p(o») , -(TO ⬼㔩 㨺?㨺?0,
㸯ㄧ(猩= ( ~~(S)/~p,, ) , 0㨺?㠺㨻TO +O,
㸯?瀨匩?瀢 [ 㸯1(1)(㠩?
㰱㸨〩 = 1㰱?(1)(0), 㰱?I✩(伩?= ~(O)H, 㸯1(㠩= = 䠭 ?㸯ㄧ(匩,㸯11✩(㠩
H = ~ (I -i ), 㰱㸨ㄩ(〩?( 㰱?就⤨セ??
2 I i 㰱㸻✩(〩
and 㸯1(1)(㠩=(㸯1屉)(㠩,㸯1㭉)(㢻),i=I,2.
(2) LetA be the eigenspace of A∬(倩corresponding to eigenvalues녩❹p
(3) Let??? beaBanachspacedefinedas
?w, = { ( ~~ ) E 䌨䥒,堧), f,(t +wp) = /;(t),i = 1,2,t E I??.
(4) p=(pl,℧2)听p,㩐w,-䥒,i=䤬2,aredefinedby
p;/= [ ' /.∨❉䥜∨匩fl(匩+ ❉䥜∨匩f,(匩)dxds,i= ?,2
It is easy to see that ~ is a real basis of A, and ❉?is a real basis of the
eigenfunction subspace of the formal adjoint operator. By a direct calculation,
itisclearthat('l!,~)=I
We state the following lemma about the existence ofa periodic solution(see
[6] and [77])
Lemma 3.3 .1 ForjEPw", the equation
(3.3.3)
has anwp periodic solution if and only iff EN(p), thatisp;/=O,i= 1,2
Hence there is a linear operator ? from N(p) to ?w, such that for each fixed
fEN(p),䭦 is thewp 健riodic solution of (㤮㤮㤩satisfying (䭬lg = 0, i.e
(❉䤬(䭩lo) =0, where (䭩lo is defined by (䭬䵏) = (䭉l(O),O E [-(ro+o),O)
ComparingwithEq. (3.3.3), we know Eq. (3.3.2) has anwp⵰eriodic solution
w(t) if and only if there is a constant csuch that
pC(f,q,W) = 0, (3.3.4)
wet) = ~(ll(t) + [䭇(f ,q, w)j(t), t E 䩒, (3.3.5)
Following the procedure in [6], we introduceachangeofvarisblcsf=ce,a =
䌨獮?
wet) = c?㱉?(✩(t)+ cW(t)], t E 䩒, Wet) E ?w" (1⼱, (W)o) = 0
Then (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) are equivalent to
.㜨c,e,(,W) = J.w✨ㄯI(猩,丨c,e,(,W(匩))≤匽伬 (3.3.6)
W = .l㩎(c,e,(,W) =.1?( 㨺) (3.3.7)
whereNI is equal to
( d䐧 + {3 - {3(b,異 +?䥖倩)(㱉??t) + CWI(t)) - {3(1 + 䌨)[㰱㹜,)(t) + cW,(t )]
x J?㨫?l⽯lb,(㱉?尬)+ cWI)(t - g) + 䌬(㱉㹜䤩+ cW,)(t - g)]dB
+{3?瀯oJ㬺+❡Jo?lb,㱩㹜?)(t ?B⵳c愩+cl㱩㹜I)(t?B⵳c愩]d獤B
⵻3異⽯J㬺+❬b,(w,(t - g) - WI (t - B)) +c,(W,(t - g) - W, (t - B묩]dB
⵻3(啰⽯J㬺+❬bl(㱉㹜?)+ cWIl (t - g) + ??(㱉??)+ cW,)(t - g) ldB,
and ?2 is equal to
(d??+ {3 - {3(c,異 + b,癰묩(㰱㹜?)(t) + cW,(t)) - {3(1 + 䌨)[㰱㹜?)(t) + cW,(t)!
x J㬺+?⼰季,(㱉㹜✩+ cW,)(t - g) + ㄱ,(㰱? ?)+ cW,)(t - g)JdB
+{3癰⽯J㬺+❡Jo❬c,㱩㹜✩(tⵂ⵳c愩+b,㱩㹜I)(t ⵂ⵳c憻)d獤B
⵻3癰⽯J㬺+❬c,(W,(t- g) - W,(t - B) + b,(W,(t - g) - W,(t - B))橤B
⵻3(噰⽯J㬺+?[c, (㰱㹜✩+ cW,)(t - g) + ㄱ,(㰱㹜✩+ cW,)(t - g)JdB,
with q = ⠰+ cr㬩⼨I+〻⤬a = (?- 伨)⼨I +〻⤮
Since a periodic solution is aC'«-(To + J) ,Oj,Y') function , without loss of
generality, we can restrict the discussion on Eqs. (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) toW E
p~, = {f E ?眢 ?E ??,?, IIfIlPJ, = IIfllp., + lIillp.,. In the following, we are
trying to use the implicit function theorem to verify the existence ofa periodic
solution in Eqs.(3.3.6) and (3.3.7) for a small , . First, we have the following
Lemma 3.3.2 For any W E P~" .7(0, 0, 0,W) = °
Proof. Since
(
N(t) ) fJ ( 㐩(?)(t)昧戫'?戴?(℩+C㐾(℩崨t-O)dO )
N(O,O,O, W(t)) = N:(t) =ⴢ? 4>;I )( t)J:+' [~ 4>\I ) + ~4>\I )]( t _ O)dO '
.7(O,O,O,W) = ??'('J椨s),N(O,O,O,W(匩)≤? (3.3.8)
???( ?e(ꉬile-. ''''⽓楊o)N,(s)+ 剥(ꉬ楬?-''''?卩Jo)N,(s) )
= 2Jo Jo -Im(¢~ile-''''/SiJo)NI (s) _ ?洨ꉬ楬?-''''⽓楊o)N,(s) dxds
Noting that
and wp = ㉲?⼢夯ㄱ we have
and similarly
['~'~e(¢lile-''''/SiJo)N'(S)dXdS
=1 1Im(?橩le-✧✧??楊o)NJ(s)dxds = 0, j = 1, 2
Then it is easy to see that the assertion holds. 0
Lemma 3.3.3 (90, Lemma5.2j
8.7(O,O,O,W) 㵗? ( 剥䄧(牯) 0)
㡫Ⱜ) ⵬m䄧(牯) ?∡?
W瀽(䩥?∧⬨䨫(䩥ⴢ∧?㱉㸨t)d
⡊ =
d = ( 㨺) = - (w ,(䩥∢+⡊+ (~e-2i")
W瀽.䤺(N(O,O,O,W?묮
Proof. Through a direct calculation, we can verify that Wp defined in the lemma
iSBnw{J periodicsolutionoftheequation
~ = 䄨瀩w(t) - fJ ( 戧??挬畐) ?∫?~w(t _ O)dO + N(O,O,O, w).
t 䌲噰 戬癰 ?
Furthermore, with defined d we can verify that (ljI(s),{W~)o) = O. Thus by the
definition of 䬮, we have W~ = 䬮{乻伬 0, 0, W~)). 0
The following lemma gives a detailed description of W~
Lemma 3.3.5 (YO, Lemma 5.6/ Let 㱨 and <~ be defined as in Lemma 㤮㤮?
Then
䨡..❬㱨(P - P.)= m~ sin x, 䨡..❬l.<~(P - P.) =0,
Now weare in the position to complete the verification of the existence of
Hopfbifurcation
Theorem 3.3.6 (The existence of Hopf bifurcation) For each fixed PE (P" P' ],
Hopfbifurcation occurs from the bifurcation point (ro,u~,v~)
Proof. From the results in Lemmas 3.2.3, 3.3.3 and 3.3.2, we know that (3.3.6)
holdsforsmallenoughrangesofc,WanduniquecontinuQllSdifferentiablefunc-
tions Etc, W) ,㰻(c,W) satisfying e筏, W~) =㰻(O,W~) =O. (3.3.7) is also satisfied
by using Lemmas 3.3.4 and 3.3.2, that is, there exist W'{c) for some small
enoughc. Then, thewp-periodicorbi ts near the nonconstant steady state solu-
tion(up,vp) atT =TO is obtained as
w{t) = c{㱬㸨䥉{t)+cW' {c)(t)),
and consequently
?=«(c, W' (c)), ? = «㬨c,W'(c)). 0
Recall that ?= T - TO and ?= CE. Then we can determine the direction of
the Hopf bifurcation from the sign of •. For sufficientlysmallc,
• = Cf(C, W"(e)) = c'~(o, W~) +O(e').
For convenience, we denote . "(e) = e(e, W "(e)), , "(挩 = ,(e, W "(e)). Since for e
small enough,
.㜨e,e"(e),, "(e),W"(e)) =0
Differentiating both sides of the above equality at e=°gives
( ~ )?.?(0,0, 0,W~) + 㠮㜨0,0,0,W~) ∢ = 0.Dc 㠨e,,) ~
Lemma 3.3.3 implies that
(
~ ) = _~ ( ReX(TO) 0 ) - , 㠮㜨0,0,0,W~)
~ w~ ??流'(T漩 _-y~ Dc
a.7(o,o,O,W~) = (T' )
Dc T,
"~ = t{"'~~['h~(b'<J, +e,㱊,)+㱊,J;:+' Hb,"' ,~ + cl",,~)e-i"'dB
+!iJ,~ J;:+?ℼ戬㱁,+挬㱊,)eⴧ''摂+㱁 , J;:+?!<b,!iJ ,~ + e,!iJ,~)ei"'dBJ
+¢l~I,p,~(e,<J, +戬㱊,)+㱊,J;:+' !<"""'I~ + b,,p,~)e-""
+!iJ,~ J;:+?ℼe,㱁, +戬㱊,)e?㉩"'摂 +㱊,J;:+?He,!iJ,~ + b,!iJ,~)e·"'dB]}.
摥"(O) T,
~=-w~ReA'(To)'
-I
??=⴨3睰J.❒敬㱰摸. (3.3.10)
Therefore, the sign ofT1 decides the direction of the Hopfbifurcat ion.
3.4 Stability of periodic solutions
Next, we will investigate the stability of periodic solutions by using the center
= (?(✩?(~))
= 昧?(,)(O)(u,(O) ) dx- 昧(0 ('W (~ -B)d~(B) ( u,(~) ) ~dx,Jo 噩(0) Jo?(,",,✻o Vi(~)
i.e?l Xi is the local coordinate for the center manifold in the direction of 㱉?筩)
(i=I,2)
Denote z = X, - ix,. We decompose (3.3.1) in the complex form as
㭪f = i⵹灺+ (1,⵩)XJ?=: i⵹灺+G(z, z, (3)
✡楦= 䄮"?+?(z,z,(3)
where XJ?= (眬Xo朩,?(z ,z,(3) = Xo?- 㱉㹘J? and
眨X琬x" (3) = 眨z, z,(3) = _«(3)~ +坬沫(3)婚+ W02«(3)~ + ..
(3.4.1)
with ??: [-(TO + 0), OJ ? B(Y', Y') given by 塯(O) = 0 if -(TO + 0) ?0 < 0
and Xo(O) =1
We expand the functions 䜨?,稬晊)and 䠨?,稬晊)as
(3.4.2)
(3.4.3)
Using the method in [77j, the 偯incare normal form of (3.3.1) is obtained as
笽㸧(晊,T)?+䌬(T)敻 +伨汻䤧⤬
forT in a neighborhood of TO. 䑥note㸧(fJ,T) 㵣琨晊,T)⭩ㅩ(晊,T) and from [31j,
following a normal computation routine in Appendix B (see[281,[31 j and [77)),
withⅬ21giveninAppendixB,(3.5.14)
3.5 Example and numerical simulation
Although the formulas are given in the above section, it is still difficult to deter-
mine the direction and stability ofa bifurcating periodic solution for general sets
ofpararnetersof{3.0.1) because of the complexity of calculation. As an exarnple,
we consider a particular case: B卓umetheparametersbi,c,㬬 i=l,2,satisfythe
following condition'
Under this condition, we can obtain thesignofTl defined. in (3.3.10) viaasimilar
calculation as that in LemmaS.7 in [90].
Lemma 3.S.1 I!(CS,)holds,thenT,<0
Hence if the parameters satisfy (CS2),the Hopfbifurcstionoccurs only when
T>TO· Next. we wi ll check the stability of the periodic solutions under (CS,). lt
isa directcalculationtoobtain thefollowingvaluesgiveninAppendix B, (3.5),
(3.S.2) and (3.S.11 )
0, = - 3~~;~b~:~»), 0, = _16~~{~:,~' ), C, = _ 811' {~~74c~~,i)+7r)
C, = - 811' {i7r74C~~;) - 7r), EI = E~ = (2 - i)i~' + CI) + h.ot
Subatitutingthe above values into (3.S.13),wehave
,.∬{伩= (b,+ct)sinx [㬱?11.{2i+ 7r) +iI㘱1.(2i-7r) + ~] (I)
11-11. 37r{㐫 7r') 97r(㐫7r') 10 1
ㄬ∧⬶~w20(-8)d8
= (b'+C')SinX[16,8. (2i+lT)_16,8.(2i-lT)_~] (I)
,㠭,?. 3lT(4+lT') 9lT(4+lT') 10 I·
Since WIl = 0 and w~l = W(~} , therefore
1⼲1 = -~Sof;[f:+6!w~(-8)d8+iw~\O)]dx
= ~(2-JTi)[-~+~]
剥(I⼲I) = ~~~\~(:~~:~ 2~t < O.
Thus the periodic solutions are stable.
In the following we give some numerical simulations to illustrate our analytic
results. Fix d = I, b, =戬= 1 and ?= T, then ,?. = d = I, and when ,?> ,㠮
there exists anonconstant positive steady state solution. We always let{3 =
l.01 > ,?•. From the discussion of Section 3.1, we know h. = I, ro. = IT/2, and
there exist periodic 5Olutions near a sequence of critical values Tn = (r㩶+2nㅲ)/'奻?
(0 = 0, I,···). Since 'Y~ = h~(,8 - ,?.), we can choose h~ ✢I, ro ✢IT/2, then the
first critical value ro:::::l 7r({3-{3. )-1⼲:::::: 157. Hence, when r crossesro, per iodie
solutions are expected due to the Hopfbifurcation
To observe the various dynamical behaviors, we choose the following two
and initial conditions: for ⴨T+㘩::?琺㨻0,
(Iel ) u(t,x) = v(t,x) = 0.004(1 + 㭨)sinx,
(IC,) u(t,x)=0.OO4(1+~)sin x, v(t,x)=0.OO2(1 +~)sinx.
When choosing the same values of the parameters (P.) and initial condition
(IC,) , we can observe the effect of time delay in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. In
Fig. 3.1,withr=80<ro, one can observe the existence of nonconstant stable
steady state solution. Fig. 3.2 shows the appearance of periodic solutions when
On the other hand, we can also realize the effect of parameters and initial
conditions as well. Fig. 3.3 depicts the solution curves ofu showing the impact of
parameters in the existence of different nonconstant steady state so!utions,with
same delay (T = 80) and initial condition (IC.) butdifferentpararneters (P,)
and (P,). The effect of the initial condit ion is demonstrated in Fig. 3.4. It is
noticed that when (P.) is chosen, the condition (CS,) in Section 3.5 issatisfied.
Then a Hopfbifurcation should appear as ?passing ro increasingly and the limit
cycle is stable. WhenT = 160 > TO and the pararneters satisfy (P.), we can
observe quite different oscillation curves if the initial conditions aredifferent
Appendix A. Proof of lim剟 co 2??-爨R)~d>- = 0
Denote by -爬(R) the curved part, -爬(R) = {Re;;, R > 0, 楽E 嬭㝲/2, 㝲/2]} and
let -爮(R) be the straight segment , -爮(R) = {iy,y E [R,-R]}. Then -爨R) =
-爮(R)⬭爬(R).First,wecanshow
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Figure 3.1: WithT=80, (P,) and initial condition (IC,) anonconstantsteady
Figure 3.2: A periodic solution with obvious osciUations appears when r= 160,
the parameters satisfy (P, ) and the initial condition is (IC,) .
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Figure 3.3: Different spatially nonhomogeneous steady state solutions with same
delay T = 80 and initial condition (I C,). Left: with ⡐搻 Right: with (P2)
Figure 3.4: The effect of initial condition is demonstrated whenT = 160 and
(P?is used. Left: with (IC,); Right: with (IC2).
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Proof. Note that㬡㬻J7,eR)~ = 1. Thus
sinceIM2(Re")ls1.
{~: IM~(Re")ldO = {~:䥦⸧
???⼲??O~exP(-ORcosli)dOdii
= ㉩❯i(??㉥ⴧR?,湏撢) 摏
? 2f.'O~ (f/2e-"ROI'd¢) dO
ㄲ?汥R)~dA -1/ ~ a as R ~ 00.
The proof is done. 0
= 1- ~ limR_oo argF(iR),
F(iR) = F(-iR) = -R' + B,iRM,(iR) + M~(iR)B,
We now know that the number of roots of F(䄩 = 0 in the right ha!f complex
plane is determined by argF(iR) which will be estimated as follows.
LemmaA.2
A~~argF(iR) = 1r.
Proof. First we note that F(O)=B,>O,andin
F(iR) = RI-R + B,iM,(iR) + M~(iR)B,1RI,
the terms in the bracket has real part which approaches to-oo as Rgoesto +00
and imaginary part which is bounded
The curve of F(iR) will start on the positive rea! axis and go to infinity
along the direction of the negative rea! axis. Then the va!ue ofargF(iR) must
be7r-2n7r,n=O, l , 2, '" as Rgoes frorn zero to infinity. Note that
ImF(iR) = (B1R - 2B,䨻~ sin(RB)dB) J; ~ cos(RB)dB
= (BIR-2B,~)~
F,(R):= B,R - 2B,1.' ~sin(RB)dB = B1R _ 2B,1- c㬮(F啓),
thenF,(O)=OandwhenO<R$ 1⼶,
F㬨R)= B, -2B,1.' ~COS(RB}dB ~ B, -2B,㙣os(R愩 ~ B, - 2B,?> 0
for 笳-笳. ?I, since
-1.'Bcos(RB)dB= -~sin(Ra)+~(l-COS(Ra)) ~ -㘧cos(Ra)
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and B I =O(fl - fl.), B, =O(fl - fl.)'; when R> ???,
FI(R) = BIR - 2B, 1 - c;(R䨩 > ~ +2B,(I- co猨R䨩)> 0
for fl - fl. ?1. Then clearly, FI(R) > 0 for all R > 0 while~ is oscillated
toapproachtozeroasR--++oo. Moreover,since
ReF(iR) = R [-R+ 1 - ∧;(R䨩(~+ 2B';㨻R䨩)?
and Blo B,can be small enough such that F,(R) = -R+~ (~+~)
has only one zero, which means that when ReF(iR) crosses zero, it is always neg-
ative. Then one can draw the schematic graph of F(iR) with R as parameter
(see Fig. 1). =?? 噉B, "'F('~
Figure 1. Schematic graph ofF(iR).
Appendix B. Computation of Cl(TO)
Step 1. Noting that N = N. +O(fl - fl.) , we have
~(s) ?㨺?= ???⸩SinX+O(fl-fl.)] Re(qz) ,
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and(Reqz).... =~,
ㄮ∫?~(Reqz). ~_.dB = ~[(ze-',.' +穥✧✧)- (z +稩?
= 䜫O(flⵦl.)) (稭稩
㰻?= ((N. sin?+O(fl - fl. ))( ~ +O(fl - fl.)) ⡺- z)+f +' ~w~)( -B)~dB + .. )
Step 2. From the definition of the operator 塯,
1~ ( bl+CIN')Sin'x+O(fl-fl ' ) )+..塯?? N.(攮.+戬N.)sin'?+O(fl - fl.)0, ?⡔漫㘩S猼0,
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堮??ぬ',塯朩=: (~:) i(z'-z')+h.o.t
= =晩f;sin3 xdx ( ~:~ ) Ib+O(,8-,8. )](z'-z')+
s.. 献㬻
where b= b, + c,N, + N?N??⤨c,+b,N?⤮S偡 = S. +?(,8 - ,?.) with
(3.5.1)
C, =~?Sin3xdx (i+i).
C,=~[Sin3xdxU~-i)
Setting
C3 = ~(iCl +C,⤮C, = ~(iCI ?C,⤮ (3.5.2)
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Hll(s) = °and H∬(s)= ?H∬(s)
Step 3. From
ⴭ??
嬲椧?Iⵁ∬(,㘩嵷∬(s)?H∬(s),
ⵁ∬坬l = Hll , 嬭?椧祰I - A∬(楊)嵷o,(s)= Ho,(s),
substituting (3.5.4) into (3.5.5) we have Wll = 0, wo, = ❩ll,oand
+h.o.t, ⴨To+O)㨧㹓㱏,
with the initial condition at s= Ogiven by
(3.5.5)
⠳⸵㘩
(3.5.7)
Then from (3.5.6) we have
At s=O, from (3.5.4) and (3.5.7) we have the following relation to determine
Since.N{dD'+P.) =span{sinx), an equation in the form of {dD'+P. )x =y,
forxEX,yEY(X,Yf. O) ,issolvableiff
Setting
(y,sinx) =0
1 (E' ) . (E' )E= 灟瀮 E? smx+ E~
(3.5.10)
(3.5.11)
where (sinx,E;) =0 {i= l,2),bythesolvabilitycondition {3.5.1O),weget
(
-(1-2h.i)ao+c,a,. -c,a, . ) ?䕉 ?-c,a,. -{1-2h••)ao+䌲al. E?
= ~ ( b, +c,N. ) +h.o.t.
2 N.{䌲 ?b,N.)
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. (-[(1-2h.i)"~"I.J(bl-l<:IN.)-t<:I"I.N.(cz+i»N. »)
(EI) ~ -嬨1-2h. i)≯-㰧?",.]N. (捺+i뭎.䨭t㰺,?h (b1-氼㩴N. )~ ?1-2h. i)≯-㰧氢h)(1-2h. i)∰-㰧2≉?)-㰺I∧✧I.✧?? +h.o.t. (3.㔮ㄲ)
SubstitutingA1,A, , (3.5.U)and(3.5.12)intotheexpression{3.5.8) OfW20(S),
1 [2C3 ( I) 2C, ( I) (EI )]W20(O) = {3-{3. 楩椺N. +3ih. N. + E? sinx+O{I),
1"'+'~W20(-8)d8 (3.5.13)
= ~6[_~ ( 1) +~ ( 1)_(EI )] SinX+O(I){3-{3. h. N. 3h. N. E?
Takingw20,wll ,W02 into
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椯㈧
=-~f82xml,'""J(b'W&\)(-0)+c,wg)(-0))dO
+ ~?䩻戬睧)?-0) + c,w\~){-O))dO +~w&\)(O)(b,+c,N. )- ~wg){O){b,+C,N. )]
+ N℧)[~ㄮ✢?~(C2Wl.\'{-O) +戬睧㹻-伩)摓 + ~ㄮ✢?~(C2Wg)( -O)+b,w\~){ -伩)摓
+ ~wg)(O){C2+b,N.)-~W\~)(O)(C2+b,N.)]}摸
+h.o.t (3.5.14)
Chapter 4
Spatially nonhomogeneous
equilibrium in a
reaction-diffusion system with
distributed delay
We consider a reaction-diffusion system with a general distributed delay
笩?慴 =
笩?慴 =
u(t,O) = u(t,")' =v(t"O) =⸧(t,,,)~= O, t ;~ 0,
(u,v) = (❐䤬∢)?(t,x) E (-00,0) x 嬰,,,), (4.0.1)
where the initial datatpltfh E C« - oo ,OJ,Y), Y = 䰲⡏ ,ㅉ✢), and the delay kernel
K(9) E LI(T,OO) satisfies JT+~ K(9)d9 = 1, K(9) ~ 0 as ?~ 00. 䅳 for I?E
C4 . R2 -+ R,(i = 1, 2), without loss of generality we assume Ji(O,O) = 1. Here
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X=H2 nHJ.
4 .1 Existence of positive steady state solution
The steady state solution should satisfy
{
dD2u +iJu!,(u,v) = 0.
dD2v+ iJvh(u,v) =0 (4.1.1)
䅣敯牤i湧t?!㘩, 䰲(〬ㅉ∩㵎(dD2+iJ. )䕉氱㼨dD?+iJ. )wh敲?iJ. 㵤,慮d
N(dD2+iJ. ) ~span{sinx}, ㄿ(dD2+ iJ. ) = (uE ?2(〬ㅉ∩?(sinx,u) =0),
withN(dD2+iJ. ) beingthenull spaceofdD2+iJ. 慮dㄿ(dD2+iJ.) its range space
{
啐(堩㴨iJ⵩J . )儬(?i?砫(iJ⵩J. ){,(堩
(4.1.2)v瀨砩= (iJ⵩J. )儲(?i?砫(iJ⵩J. )㘨碻,
where ({樬sin x) = O(i= 1,2).䙯ranyfunctiong㩉刲彉刬denoteg(u⅊,vp)=gfJ
Substituting(4.1.2)into(4.1.I),weh.ve
{
(dD2+iJ.){,+獩湸+(iJ⴯J.)㘫iJ(獩湸+(iJ⵩J.){,)听(iJ)㴰
(dD2+iJ.)6+sinx+(iJ-iJ'){2+iJ(sinx+(iJ-iJ.)6)T2(iJ)~0
T;(iJ)~ { :t~)Q" +/;V(0)Q2' )SinX' :;:~~., (41.4)
with 儬. =儬(iJ. ) (i=1,2)
?tiJ㵩J.. (4.1.3) becomes
{ ;:~::::~;::㨺㨺㨺??㨺㨺㨻㬺??㨺? ;::::::~ :~: (41.㔩
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Denote-fnSin'xdx/UJ. fnSin3xdx)=-37r/(8P. )=<:ro.Doinginnerproducton
both sides of (4.1.5), and solving out Qt . , 02.. . Then we have
Qt . = hu.~:=~;::h~.兯. °2. = hv.~;:: =~:::f2u. °0_
Note that when ⡃椧⬩or ⡃椧-?holds,OI. ,Ct'2. >0.
As for the existence of the positive steady state solution for{3E剮ear {J4' we have
T heorem 4.1.1 {90, Theorem2.1{ There are a canstantp' > p./ar ⡃㨻?⬩ (ar
⡣t-)), and a cantinuously differentiable mappin9 P _ (㙰, 㙰, <:r,p, <:r,p) from [{3. ,P' j
taX'xR'suchthat (4. 1.1)haldsand ({,p,sinx)= O(i=l , 2).
Corollary 4.1.2 FareveryPE[{3. ,P·j, (4.0.1) has a positive salutian (up,vp) 睩lh
the 慳祭灬潴楣e硰牥獳楯?(4.1.2)
In the following, we only emphasize the main results which aredifferentfromthose
in[90jandalwaysassumePE[{3.. P· jand O<p· _P. « 1
To invest igate the local dynamical behavior of (4.0.1) ncar ⡵瀬癰),we rewrite the
system (4.0.1) withUt=Ut⭵fj and Vt = V椫癦?慂
-? ( U(t) ) =dD, ( U(t» ) +L(U,V)+9(U,V)
Vet) Vet)
(u) ?I≉-UP?= ,tE(-on,Oj,v lI'2-VfJ (4.1.6)
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L(U, V) = [?( ,,~ 0)(U,(O) )o ⼲I? 11,(0)
+[?("""U~' ".~U~ ) 1+~ K(O) ( U,(-O) ) dO
h""v~, h.~v~ T 11,(-0)
= t' d焨O) ( U'(O» ) ,L~ 11,(0)
witbT/beinga2x2matnxandeachelementoff/inthespaceofboundedvariation
BV(I-(r+6),Oj;Y),andthenonlinearfunction
g(U,V)
= [3 [( Upf;:;~K(O)(¥+"UV~U'v,+~+ ... )(- O)dO )
v~J;:;~K(O)(?+?..~u,v,+~+' .. )(-O)dO
+ ( U'(O)J;:;~K(O)(Jl""U'+"'~v,+~+"閕~u,v,+~+ )(-O)dO )]
V.(O)J;:;~K(O)(J,,,,,U,+h.~V.+¥+h..~U,v,+¥+ )(-O)dO
D敦楮整?敯???慴潲A(嬳)㩖(A(嬳»?Y'慳
A(嬳)=dD'+嬳( ,,~ 0)o h~
with domain V(A(嬳» = X'. From [56], A(嬳) geoerates a compact Co semigroup
L整AT(O)be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup induced by the solutionsof
AT(嬳) ( ? ) =ㅮ ( : ) ,-oo<o~o,
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for (ꉉ,㱉㸲)??C((- oo, Oj, y 2) 慮摖 (?吨倩) being the set
{ ( ? ) E C((-oo, Oj, y 2), ( :~ ) E C((-oo, 0), y 2), (ꉉ(?),㱉㸲(?)) E X 2,
( ꈻ(O)) ??(倩 (ꈱ(0?)⭐ ?oo K(O) (䥉u⽊啐 ?䤮偕?) (?l) (-O)搹??ꈬ(伩 㰱㸲(0) ? 栢≶? 栮灶? 㰱㸲
Therefore the eigenvalue equation 0(4.0.1) is
6.(P, ~ , T) = ?(倩 +P攭䅔 ?oo K (O +吩?- 䄸摏 ( 䥉∢啐 䥉⹐啐 ) ?~
i o 桵偶? 桶灵?
When (C;'+) or (C;-'-) holds, we can obtain the following results about zero
It is obvious t hat AT(.䈩 has an imaginary eigenvalue ??i❹(ⵙ,??) ifand only iC
issolvable,where∧(T㵴v⬲mr,n??, l ,?, ... and wE (0,211'). Therefore, if (4.1.9)
issolvable forsome⵹??,roand (1⽊l ,1⽊㈩f(?,?), ?T (倩 hasanimaginary eigenvalue
solves (4. 1.9). We first introduce two lemmas.
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Lemma 4.1.4 [90, Lemma 3.11 II h,眬"',,'㬢) solves Sq. (4.1.9) 睩th (∧,,✻∩✡
(0,0) and (∧,,✻∩EXc, then-Y~O(p-p.)and-y/(JJ-p.)isuni/ormlyboundedlor
PE(P. ,P· ).
Lemma 4.1.5 [6, Lemma ㈮31lI z E Xc and (sin(x), z) = 0, then 1«dD' + P. )z, z)1 ~
3P. llzlI~c
Assumethat(-夬w,,,,,,✻∩isasolutionof(4.1.9)with(,,,,,✻∩✡(0,0).lf we
ignoreascalarfactof,(t偬lt倲) can be represented as
∧, =sinx+(P-P.)~,(x), (sin x,~I)=O,
⸻?= (N +iM)sinx+(p-I3.)~(x), (sinx,~) ~O, (4.1.10)
for䴬? EI刮?uhstituting(up,vp)in (4.1.㈩and (∧,,✻∩in(4.1.10)and-y= (13-13. )h
into (4.1.9),weohtainthefollowing system (4.1.11)-(4.1.13) which isequivaJenttoEq
(4.1.9):
gl(~I,~,h,w,M,N,I3)
= (dD'+I3, )~, +(I -ih)(sin x+ (I3-P.)~, )
+im(/3}(sinx+(I3-I3. )~tl
⬱3",灥-· 牯 䨻住 䬨8 ⭲)e-·"d8(s inx ⬨I3彉3.)昮,P)
x(ltup(sin x+(I3-I3.)~,)+ltup«N+iM)sinx
+(13-13.)~»= 0 ,
92(m,~,h,w,N,M,P)
~ (dD' + 13.)~ + (1 - ih)(N + iM) sin x + (P - P.)~)
+/3T,(I3)(N+iM)sin x+(I3-I3. )~)
⬱3",灥-' 牯 䩯?oo ?(8 + r)e-"'d8(sinx + (13-13. )
x"p)(hvp«N+iM)sinx+(I3-I3.)~)
+huP(sinx+(I3-I3. )~tl)~O,
(4.1.11)
(4.1.13)
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㤳(┧䤲ⱨⱷⱎⱍⱻ㌩= 剥(?in?,ryl) =0,
㤴(特lⰧ䤲ⱨⱷⱎⱍⱻ㌩= Im(sin 砬ryl) = 0,
㤬(特lⰧ䤲ⱨⱷⱎⱍⱻ㌩= 剥(sin砬'I㈩ = 0
9,(ryl,'I2,h,,,,,N,M,{3)=lm(sinx,'I2)~0
1 as{3 ~ {3•. Define G = (91, ,9')
? = (I - ih')~I.. '12. = (I - ih.)(N. + iM')~l ..
of (䍩l. It is ,easy t,o see 'that G㬨特l.. I~.. h..?.. N.. M.. .(j.) = O. M')feover,
(CⰧ⬩(or (C㬧-?hol摳, we have the foliowingtheorem
lh敳olutiono/(㐮?.ㄱ樭(㐮ㄮl卪i㍵ni煵攮
(4.1 .9) has a solution 戬听1偉,t⅊㈩i/and only i/
'I?~ ({3 - 笳.)桰?T ~ Tn = (睰 + 2n~)hp, n = 0, I,
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4.2 Stability of the positive equilibrium
In this section we study the stability of the positive equilibrium (UPIV,B) with {3 fixed
Corresponding to >'= i'YP, the eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator of the Iinear
operator of (4.0.1) aredelermined by
(4.2.2),and
N!') = ~ > 0, 特嬺)= (1- 楨⸩⠬⸮特t?= (1 - 楨⸩N!?)⠬⸬ M!') = 0
wheretP,~Ec"((-oo,OI,Y') and 特 is as in (4. 1.7).
䱥瑓瀮⸢ denotetheinne r productof\J!pand~tJwhenT=Tndefinedin[28l,
S灮 = [(tP~;ltPIP+tPi;l""p)dx+{3 [(tP~;l , tPi;l) too䬨伩(伩e-✧✧d?
硏 ( fluf䩕Pfl❐啐 )( tPl灏) d堮 ❮
hⱰ癰 hⱰ癰 tP2⼱
Lemma 4 .2.1 Foreach{3E ({3.,{3?樬印.⅏.
P roof. Notingthat'YP=O({3-{3.)andas{3~{3.,
({3 - (3. )e-'~n 1.+00 䬨?+ r⸩(?+ r⸩e-✧✧d?~ -㬧✧?:.2n~ = -i(~ + 2n~) ,
S瀮 ~ -i{3'(f+2n~)(1'N!'») ( 䥉Ⱞ䍌?晬✮䍌?) ( 1 ) J;Sin3Xdx
hu.02? 桶.䍘㈮ N.
⭊;(??両뜩丮)獩n❸dx⅏as{3~{3.
where cri⸬i= 1,2, N~·),N.areaJl positive.O
Lemma 4.2.2 190, Lemma⴯.2?A= i'奦?i?a獩m灬eeigenvalue 0/Ar.. ({3) , n = 0, I,'
SinccA=i"'(fj isasimpleeigenvalueofATft,byusingtbeimplicitfunctiontheorem,
it is not difficult to show that there are a neighborhood of (Tn Ⱪ'奻?ㄯ䩬晊?噊2p)in佦䩮x
䍴J⸬?x HfJ" C 刮 x C x 塬 and a cont inuously differentiable mapping 佴䨮,. ? CI䨮, x X~
suchthatfor eachT䔰f䩮 the only eigenvalue of ?r(.㠩in 䌨J?is>'(T) and
(
tP䤨r??6({3,~(r),r) =0, rE 佰⸮
∢(r)
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Diiferentiating tbe above equation with respect tOT st Tn, we have
A✨??= (II +ℬ?⽉匢?I',
II = -灥-⹷湛?⡲??
+Jo+OO~e-A.dOJ J;(1/J~iJ'1/JliJ) ( ft""UP' 晴,偕 ??⠱⽊?倬,瀬,,⥔摸
hll/Jv{J, hVfJvfJ
x 䨻(1/J~iJㄯ??+ㄯ䩬楊,瀢,⥤?
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T
2
;= If(¢~~,¢l~) (~:::; ~::;:;) (:?)dx/ 2
Since䬨O)彏asO?+oo,
K(Tn)+1+~㡋<㬺Tn).-≤? = i-祰1+~ K(O +Tn).-椢'd䈮
Then we have the following result:
Lemma 4.2.3 For 敡捨{J E ({J.,{J' ] (O<{J· -{J. <I),
Re~'(Tn) > O,n = 0, I, ··
Proof. Since -祰 = h.({J - {J.) + O({J - {J.)' aod tun = ,,⼲+ O({J - {J.), it is eas?to
.-'圢孋(T n)+1+~ 8K~:Tn). -≤䉊 = -祰h. +O({J - {J. )',
?(¢I~¢lP + ¢l~¢2p)dx - (I +両')?. )?as {J - {J. ,
-Jo'(ꉬ㭊,ꉬ'rㅊ ( 汩?偕?, I椬偕?) ( ꉬ?) d?
h異癰, h,灶? ꈲ?
㴭( I +?.両·)橣xo({J-{J. )Ⅿ≳楮'xdx+O({J-{J. )'
O㱒eh = -cxoh~{J. (I+N.N!·»)'({J-{J.)'!o"sin'xdx+O({J-{J. J'
ℬ㵟T?{J㈭祰1~ K(O)O.''''dO = O({J-{J)' ,
sign(剥A✨Tn))=Sign(剥?tl
aodwehaveRe~'(Tn)ISp,.[2>OasO<{J-{J. <l.Thus,theassertionisproved.O
Lemma 4.2.4 I/r=OandthekemelK(O) satis/ies the conditions
(H ) K(8) E C', K"(8) ~ 0, K(oo) = 0 and K'(oo) = 0,
(i) whenhuo,h" . <0, if(C2·+)holds,alleigenvaluesof~(p)havenegativereal
part9; i/(Ci'-) holds,䅲(,B) have eigenvalues with positive realpa呩s?
(ii) whenhu. ,Ⅎv.㹏,?r⠬t䨩has two eigenvalues with positive real parts i/(C㬧+)
holds while three eigenvalues have positive real parts i/(ci'-) 楳 troe.
Proof. 'Whenr=O,theeigenvalueproblemisreducedtotheproblemofthezerosof
equation F(?) =0, where
F(A) =A2+~)'M2 +(""·'1U. - ,~:" ... )al .a'?Mi
=, '尧+B,'屍,+ B,M?
wit扯㱯ℨ昳-倮)=Ml'⅏+OOK(8)e-䅏 d8=M,
Byageneralresultincomplexvariabletheory,thenumberofrootsofF{>')=O in
where ∧⠨利 is taken as the closed semicircular contour centered at the origin and
containedinRe'\~O. Wecan sbowtbat([35]}
Therefore, the number of roots of F(>. ) = 0 in the right half complex plane is
determined bY8rgF(iR) ~ 7rwhichw ili beest imated8Sfoliowing
F(iR) = - R' + B, iRM,(iR)+M昨iR)B, = R(-R+ B, iM, (iR) +M?(iR)?RB,),
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the total change in argF(iR) as R goes from zero to infinity must be one of 1r _ ㉭r
). Todeterminen, we need 10 check the sign of ImF(䄩. Note that
ImF(iR) = FI(R) ?ooo K(O)cos(RD)dO , (4.2.5)
FI(R) ;= BIR - 2B,⼮00K(O) sin(RD)d8.
First, we can prove 䩯OO K(O) cos(RD)dO ~ owhen (8) is satisfied. Actually, using
integration by parts tWice ([23j) ,
?oOO K(O) cos(RD)d8 = ⵊ椬(K'(O) +?ooo K"(O) cos(RD)d8)
=bJoooK"(O)(I-cos(RD»dO~O
Moreover, since FI(O) = 0, the sign of FI(R) can be determined by
F㬨R)= B' ?2B,⼮〰K(O)Ocos(RD)dO
which is different according to the sign潦⽩甮ⱨ瘮
(i) If II⸬Ⱑ?< 0, B, > 0 and F,(R) ~ 0 since
F;(R)~BI-2IB,IE>0
where 䔽?oOO K(O)8dO, B 1 = O(f3-f3.),B, = O(f3 - f3.)'forf3-f3. ꭉ?Therefore,
lmF(O) ~ oand ImF(iR) > ofor R > 0 implyingargF(iR) ? ~asR ?00. Moreover,
when ⡃??⬩ holds, F(O) = B,>O(argF(O) = 0) and consequently the total change
inargF(iR)is~(seeFig.l,curveA),i.e. 9'l~Oin(4.2.4);whileif(Ci'-)issatisfied,
the total change in argF(iR) is 0 and 㤱 = I , since F(O) = B, < 0 (argF(O) = ~) (see
Fig. 1, curve B). Therefore, the result in (i) holds
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ReF(iR)
Figure!. SchematicgraphofF(iR)whenhu.,!Iv.<O
(ii) lf/Iu. ,hv. >O,Bt<Oand
r:(R)~Bt+2IB2IE<0
which implies ImF(iR) < 0, argF(iR) ? -ㅲ as R? +00 (see Fig. 2). When (C?'⬩
holds, the total change in argF(iR) is⵩?since F(O) =B2 > Oandl䩬㴲, that is,
AT(⸨䨩has two eigenvalues with positive real parts (see Fig. 2,curveA);if (Ci'-) is
satisfied,sincethetotalchangein argF(iR) is-21l'duetoF(O)=B2 <Oand l䨱㴳
周e湁吨ⱂ) possesses three eigenvalues with positive real parts (see Fig. 2, curve B).
~8 A ReF(iR)
Figure 2. Schematic graph ofF(iR) when huo.flv. >0
Remark 4.2.1 It is eas?t㰾 check that the weak kernel, K(O) = e-('-T) for ?~ T,
satisfies condition (H) in 䱥mma.㐭2.?while uniform kernel,
K(O)~?ℬ for O䕉T,T⬼??
0, otherwise
andstrongkernel,K(O)=(O-T)e-(·-T)forO~T, donot.
Lemma 4.2.5 For ?= 0, when the kernel is a strong kernel, K(8) = (Je-8 , the res畬ts
in䱥mma㒷2뜴sti⽬hold
Proof. Via the same proof as that of Lemma 4.2.4, we 捡n still have 1⤱ = 1 -
~limR.....oo8rgF(iR), the total change in argF(iR) as R goes from zero to infinity
being one of' " - ~!n" (n. = 0,1 , 2",,) and ImFI:iR) in' the 'arm olf (4.2.:;), i.e. the
same way as previous. Using the equation
!.+OOK(O)COS(R9)dO~Ji,!.+OOK"(9)(I-COS(R9))d9
for the strong kernel K"(O) = (O-2)e-8, we have
℮⭯oK(㤩䍏匨R?)d? = ℮⭯oge-'䍏匨 R䈩d?
~ 䩩,℮⭯o(伭2)e-'(i-䍏匨 R?))d?
~ 䩩,℮⭯o孧e-'-ge-'捏匨R㤩-2e-'(?-䍏匨R侻)嵤?
whicbyields
℮⭯oK(㤩䍏匨RO)dO = R2~1!.+oo[oe-'-2e-'(I-COS(RO))]dO
= R2~ 1䠫 fooe-'䍏匨RO)dO?
= R'~IH+R21+1]
Then (i) ifhu. ,hv. <O,when R increa.sesfrom zerotoinfinity,Fl (R)~Oandthe
sign of ImF(iR) is changing from positive to negativeandargF(iR)-+ 1l✢卓R-+ +00
≬1= I. (i i) Ifft,. ,h,. > 0, F,(R) 㨺?o and the sign of ImF(iR) from negative to
positive, Le., the value of argF(iR) is-1l✢for Risinfinity. When (䌲"✫) holds, the
total change of argF(iR) is - 1rand✧l1= 2?when (䍩✭)holds, the total change of
argF(iR)is-21f,i.e. l)1 =3. The proof completes. 0
Consequently, we have the fo llowing result.
Theorem 4.2.6 䙯ran祻?䔨筊. ⱻ?䤬似傷⵻?. 㱬.睨en步rnel橵netionsatis橩es
condition (H) of Lemma 㐮㈮?or it is strong 步rnel. (C2"'+) holds and h?.. h?. < 0,
the positive stead?state solution of (4·0.1) is a.s祭ptoti捡ll祳ta扬eforT䔨?,❔l)) and
4.3 Hopf bifurcation
In this section we will study the Hopfbifurcation at the positive equilibrium(tJ,8(x),v,8(x»)
as the time delay T crosses 1✰, LetT =1❏+,in (4.1.㘩,wp㴲1rhp and w,(t) =
U«I+a)t),w,(t) = V«I+a)t). Then (U(t),V(t)) is anwp(l+a) periodic solution
of (4.1.6) if and only if (w,(t),w,(t? is an wp-periodic solution of
i℮.( w ,(t?)
dt w,(t)
~ 䄨,t䨩( w,(t) ) +f3 ( ft,pup, ft,偕 ?)䨮+住 䬨伫1❏) ( w ,(t?1❏?伩 ) d?
w,(t) h,pvp, h,pvp 0 w,(tⴱ❏ⵏ)
+G("a,w,), (4.3.1)
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withq:=~.Similarto'90Jlweusethefollowingnotations
(2) Let A be the eigenspace ofA㝢⡐?corresponding to the eigenvalues 녩ⴧ牐
(3) Let???be the Banach space defined as hy
P眮= ?( ~: ) EC(R,X2),Mt+WP)=f;(t)' i= l '2,tER}
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(4) P=(Pl,P2JT,P,:Pw,~JR,i= 1 ,2,arede finedby
灤 = ? ?fo"?嘨✩(匩Ⅼ(匩+W尧)(s)f,(s묩d硤s,i = 1,2
We state the following lemma about the existenceofa periodic solution (see [㙝,
[77] and [90J)
Lemma 4.3.1 ForjEPwtJ,theequation
hasanwp-periodicsolutioni/andonlYiffEN(p),thatis,i/pd = O, i = 1,2. Hence
there is a linear operntor ?from N(p) to ?w, such that for each fi硥d f EN(p), 䤺㨭f
is thew~-periodicsolution of(4.3.2)satisjying(Kj)~ = 0, i.e. (W,(䭪)o) = 0, where
(䭪)o i,dejined by (䭪)o(伩 = (䭪)(伩,佅 (-00, OJ
wp-periodic solution w(t) if and only if there is a constant csuch that
pG("o,w) =0,
w(t) = c㱊?(䤩(t) +孋䜨≯ⱷ)崨t)?tEJR
䙕rth ermore, we introduce a change of variables 耽 ce,u?c㰻 and
W(t)㵃嬼䩪(䤩(t)⭃W(t)崬 W(t ) 䕐w" (w,(W)o)㵏
Then (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) are equivalent to
.㜨c,ꌬ㰬W)= ? ✨W(匩,N(c,ꌬ㰬W(去))❤匽?,
W = 䭎(䌬ꌬ㰬W)㵋 ( 㨺)
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,(d䐧+偦,瀩(㰩尬)+cW,)(t)-偵?Jo+~ K(8+㝬㸩学,⹰䠬(8,c)+昢灈,(8,c))d8
+ 倬異 Jo+~ K (8+㝬㸩学,⹰(㰩尬)+cWi?+昢瀨㰩尧)+cW,)j(t-q)d8
+ 倨?+㰺㰻)(㰩尧)+ cW,)(t) JO+~K(8 + TO)学,⹰(㰩尧)+ cWi氨t ?q)
+昢瀨㰩尧)+cW, )(t-q)jd8
+ 倨?+攼㬩(異+ c(㰩尧)+ cW,)(t)) Jo+~K(8 +㝬뭉ℬ.❰⼲(㰩尧)+ cW, )'(t ?q)
+ 昬⸬瀨㰩尧)+CW, )(t-q)(㰩尧)+CW,)(t -q)+⼧瘧瀯2(㰩尧)+cW,)'(t影)jd8
+ 灣異???Jo+~ K (8 + TO) (⼬⸬瀨㰩尧)+ cW, )' + 3⼢,.p(㰩尧)+ cW,)(㰩?' )+ cW,)'
+ ㌯,,⸬瀨㰩尧)+W,)2(㰩尧)+ cW, )+⼧瘧瀨㰩尧)+CW,)') (t - q)d8 +〨〧),
and串 is equal to
,(dD'+Php)(<)\')+CW,)(t)-PUPJO+~ K (8+㝬묡栮?䠬 (8,c) +栬灈,(8,c묩d8
+ 倬異 Jo+~ K(8+㝬?)孨⹰(㰩尧)+cWi?+栬瀨㰩尧)+ cW, )](t-q)d8
⬬䈨l +㰺㰻)(㰩尧)+ cW,)(t) JO+~ K(8 +㝬㸩孨⹰(㰩尧)+ cW,) (t ?q)
+栬瀨㰩尧)+cW,)(t- q)]d8
+ 倨?+攼㬩(癰+ C(㰩尧)+ cW, )(t)) JO+~ K (8 +㝬?孨≰?2(㰩尧)+ cW,)'(t ?q)
+ 栮,瀨㰩?' )+ cW,)(t - q)(㰩尧)+ cW,)(t - q) +栢 瀯2(㰩尧)+ cW, )'(t - q))d8
+ 灣癰?㌡Jo+~ K(8 + T漩 (栮,?(㰩尧)+ cW,)' +㍨∮瀨㰩尧)+CW,)(㰩尧)+ cW,)'
+ ㍨,⸬瀨㰩?' )+ cW, )'(㰩?' )+ cW,) +栬'瀨㰩?' )+CW,)') (t - q)d8 +?(〧)
H.(8,C)~ W.(t - 8 -7l»- W.(t -q)+a J.'<i>i')(t - 8 -To_aCS)dS, i= I ,2,
anda=~
Since a periodic solution is a C 1«-oo,OI,y2) function, without loss 0 fgenerality,
we can restrict the discussian an Eq. (4.3.S)and(4.3.6)toWE PJ.= {J EPw., i E
??⸩,1I/lIp~. = II / lip閕⭬I楬汐.•.
Lemma 4.3.2 For any W E P~.II,.7(O,O.O. ~V) = 0
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Lemma 4.3.3 ?ith㸧(T),䄧(T) are dejinedas before,
8.7(0' 0'0'W)=w~ ( R放⸧栩? 0)
㢫Ⱜ? - I派⸧⡔儩? -"i~
Lemma 4.3.4 LetW~(t)=(Je""t+(E+(Je-2i"t+<Ii(t)d,睨ere(䩩sequalto
and ⠤ is equal to
Then W~ = 䬮(丨?,0, 0, W~»
Now by implicit function theory, we have
Theorem 4.3.5 (Existence a/ Hop/bifurcation) Foreachfixed{3 E
bifurcation occurs at the bi/urcation point (T,U,V) = (ro, up, ?⹯)
e(c, W),,(c, W) satisfying e(D, W瀩 = ,(D, W瀩 = D. (4.3.6) is also satisfied by using
Lemmas 4.3.4 and 4.3.2, that is, there exists W· (c) for some small enough c. Then,
the wp-periodic orbits near the nonconstant steady state so!ution (甬䈬瘬㠩atr=Tois
w(t) = c(❬㸨ll(t)+cW' (c)(t))
,=ce(c,W' (c)), <吽c,-(c, W' (c». 0
,=ce(C,W' (C))=c'~(D,Wp)+O(C3).
To obtain the direction of the bifurcation with respect to the parameter T , we need
to obtain the sign oft, i.e. the sign 潦㡴∨?,Wf䨩⼸c. Forconvcniencc, we denote
e' (c)=e(c,W' (c»,,' (c)=,(cW· (c». SinrefnrcE [-c' ,c' j,
.7(c,e'(c),<'(c),W' (c))=D,
O.7(D'D'D'WP)+O.7(D'D'D'WP)( ~ ) = D
佣 佲e,,) ~
( ~ ) =_~ ( 剥䄧(To), ° ) -䥏.7(D,D,D,W倩~ 睰 - im丨To), -ㅐ 佣
伮7(伬D,伬W瀩 = (Tl )
㡣 T2
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andppbe
l:J~1䨻㬻ooK(9) ~[¢;p(f;uP<JI +℻⹰㰡n⥥?㉩,⸬+ t⽊㭰⡦㭕值␱+℻癰㰧Ⅾ?
+㱊㬨f㭵傢?+℻噰ꈢ,⥥㬧?+㰤㬨f㭵側⽊䥐+℻癰t⽊㉦権e?h⸧嵤?
+ l:J~1 䨻㬻ooK(9)~[t/J;p(f;V'Pt/JIP¢IP +℻癶側⽊䥐ꈢ,+ !㭶v側⽊㉦檢I?+℻瘧灴⽊㉦檢,瀩
: i;~~;;~~:;;}Jl;}-~;;::;;;~~;::;::';<~~:⡦㭖❐ꉉ?+℻癶傢❐⤨䩉(43.7)
+⡦㭶❐,瀬?⬡㭖噰t⽊䥐⤼✡n+⡦㭶❐ꈧ?⬡㭶癐ꉉ倩⠡n䩤9
+➥?䨻㬻ooK(9)~IJ;u,pt/Jlp¢IP + !;v'pt/J~p¢,p+℻當❐,瀬倨㉴⽊䥐ꈬ?⬬瀬傢䥐?
+℻甧b汊t⽊䥐⠲,瀬炢䥐⭴⽊汰ꈢ,⥝d?
where啉㵵瀬唲㵖f樮 Then we obtain
whereTI=fJwI3Jo1fReppdx.ThenifTl<O,~>O,whichimpliesthatthe
bifurcationisforward;andifT1>O,thebifurcationisbackward.lnfact,we can
prove that the Hopf bifurcation isa!waysforward. We first introduce the following
Lemma 4.3.6 [90, Lemma 5.5} Let 㱊 and 㰤 be defined as in Lemma 㐮㌮㐮Then
p~'JJ. <J({J-{J. )=m~Sinx, J~'JJ. 㰤(筊⵻䨮)㵏?
m汬= ~~;:gi~'4:!;)' m~, = -:~~(I(~h;h~) I) (43㠩
Lemma 4.3.1 For s祳tem ⠴⸰?⤬剥側?<0, 椮e?T1 <0 and the 䡯灦?楦畲捡t楯n楳
forward
Proof. Accordiog to Lemma 4.3.6 and (4.3.7)
灰 ~ So~~n~x/3 . )[ih . m~,(J,u. + 晲?.N. ) - (fruom~, + fr ,.m~2»)
+㩡笻~~.~ [ih .m~2(J2u, + h畯N.) - N.(hu.m~, + h,.m~2)] +ほ⼳-⼳.)
= So~;~~. ) ~(ih. - l)(m~, + N!')m~2) +〨⼳-⼳.)
since N. = ~, 1..(0) + I∬(O)N.= ~ and N!') = 昬㨺
According to (4.3.8),wehave
m~1 + N!')m~2 - h.i(2ih. ~;l~~+ N.N!·».
?灰摸 = f.(~n~~; ~(ih. - 1) -ih. (2ih. ~O~~~ + N.N!·»
(1- ih. )h~i(2ih. + 1)8
= ㈰h.(⼳-⼳.),,1.⼳.ls??
wheres=-l- ~i. Thus,
Re[{ I -ih. )i(2ih. + 1)8?= - ~,, - l.
According to center manifold theory (see, for example, {77J),the directionofHopf
bifurcation at TO and the stability of bifurcated periodic solutions are determined
by signs of 1✲ ~ -剥c , (7b)?剥A?(呏) and 剥c,{7b) respectively. Since 1✲ > o and
剥㸢⠧T瑉뭏,weh慶e剥䍴⠧T戩㱏慮摴hen瑨efo䩬ow楮杬e浭慨ol摳
Remark 4.3.1 啮der assumptions (Gt ) and one of (C;'+), (Ci'-), we have the
following results
(1) A positive spatially nontrivial equ.ilibriume硩stsfor a sma? rnn来 of parnmeter
p. And when the minimaldelay,=O, the stability of the spatially nontrivial
steady state is analyzed if the kernel function satisfies condition (H) in Lemma
㐭㈮㐬forwhichweakkernelisane硡mple.As for another widely used kernel,
strong kernel, conditions in Lemma 4.2.4 are not satisfied and we have similar
results aoout the stability oflhis nontrivial steady state.
(2) A sequence of Hopfbifurcations near the spatially nontrivial steady statesolution
(㤩 Fonnulasdetenniningthedirectionandstabilityof Hopfbijurcationareobtained
4.4 Examples and numerical simulation
whereaU,022 > 0,°12°21 > 0. If 012,a21 > 0, the system is competitive while if
012,021 <0, it is a rooperative system. It is easy to see that (C1) holds.
hold while it is easy to verify that (c;-.-) is impossible.
(Ufj,Vfj) in the form as (4. 1.2). A series of Hopf bifurcations occur from (ufj, vlJ)whenT
passescritica1 values ?n (n= 0, 1,···). Especial ly, the Hopfbifurcatioo at theeritica1
It is easy to check that the kernel function K(t) = e- t satisfies the eondition (H)
Then with such a weak kernel , Hopfbifurcationfrom7b issupercritica1 for Eq. (4.4.1).
In the followiogwe give some numerica1 simulations to illustrate our analytiere?
suits. Fixd = l , then{3. =d= 1. According to the previous results, when {3 > {3.
aspatiallynootrivialpositivesteadystat.esolutionappearsandwhenrvarics, Hopf
bifurcation will occur. We always let{3 = 1.01 > (3• . Theo the first eritieal value
T()~ 1 57. Hence, when Tcrosses7b, periodiesolutionsareexpectedduetotheHopf
To observe thedynamieal behaviors of system (4.4.1)with(C2"'+),we choose the
(I e) 用t,x) = 4 x 10-'(1+ Th) sin x, v( t,x) = 2 X 10-'(1 + Th)sin x
The following graphs only depict the solution curvesofu, which are similar tothose of
v . When (Pi) is satisfied, (4.4.1) is a competitive system with condition (䌲∧⬩?With
in tbe left grapb of Fig. 4.1 whicb is stable; the right graph of Fig. 4. 1 shows the
appearaneeofperiodicsolutioDwhenr= 170 > rowhicbisstable. Forcooperati ve
system (4.4.1), the left and right graphs of Fig. 4.2depiet the impact of minimal
delayTon the stability ofoonconstant steady state solution and bifurcated periodic
solutions respectively with (P2) holding. BychoosingT =80andT = 172respeetively,
the results are similar as tbe one in Fig. 4.1
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Figure 4.1: When (側?and (IC) are used. Left: T = 80, solutions of (4.4.1)
converges to a spatially nonhomogeneous steady state; Right: r=170,forward
Hopfbifurcationoccursand the bifurcated periodicsolutionsarestable.
Figure 4.2: When (P2) and (IC) are chosen. Left: T = 80; 剩ght: T = 172
Chapter 5
Stability and Hopf bifurcation
analysis for Nicholson's blowflies
equation with nonlocal delay
Ou~;X) = dD'u(t , X)-TU(t , X)+{3T(g*U)(t , x)exp[-(g*u)(t, x)!
= dD'u(t,X) -TU(t,X)+{3T⼮✱㨰0G(x,y, t-s)f(t-s)u(s)dyds
(5,0,1)
for (t,x)E [0,(0) x [伬ㅲ崬睩thinitia?condition
u(s,x)=¢(s,x)~O(s,x)E(-oo,OIx [0,㜼崬
and homogeneous 乥umann boundary condition
~=o. t>O, x=O,1f,
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where,p E C((-oo,OI x [0,1r1) is bounded, uniformly Holder oontinuous, ,p(O,x) E
C'[O,1rI,andU, ~u(t,X),U2=(9.U)(t,x),
!(t) satisfies (1.0. 13),and it is easy to see that
fo~ fo'C(x, y, s)!(s)dyds = 1
5.1 Positivity and boundedness of solution
lnthissection,weareconcernedwiththepositivityandboundednessofsolutionsto
Eq. (5.0.1). The positivity of solutions arising from population clynamics should be
guaranteed becauseo£the bioJogical realism. By using the strong maximum principle,
we have the following theorem
Theorem5.l.l (Positivity of solutions) If the spatial domain 0 is finite, with homo-
来neoU㍎eumann boundary conditions 嘢u띮=0 on the smoothboundaryBn and
initial datau(t,x) =ꈨt,x) fort ~ o. xEn satisfying¢~O andꈾ is not identical to
zero,thenthesolutionof(5.0.1)satisfiesu(t,x»Oforallt>Oand xEn
Since this result is essentially the same as Theorem 2.1 inI23],weomittheproo£
Toprovetheboundednessorsolutions,wefirst introducethedefinitionorsu~and
super-solutions due to Redlinger [57] ,as it applies to our particular case.
DefinitionS.I.l Apairojsuitablysmoothfunction.st/(t,x) andw(t,x) is said to be
apairojsub·andsuper-solution.sjor(5.0.1),respectively,jor(t,x)E IO,oo)xnwith
the boundary conditionVu·n=O on an and initial condition u(t, x) = ꈨt,x)jor
t~O,XE n, ijthefolwwingcondition.shold
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(i)v(t,x)∻w(t,x) lor (t,x)EIO,oo)xTI
(ii) ThedijJerentialinequalities
1iv~;X) ∻d䐧v(t,x)ⵔv(t,x)⭻㍔((g⨬p)(t,x뭥xp嬭(g⨬p)(t,x)l,
Iiw~ix) ~dD'w(t,x)-Tw(t,x)+{3T((g*,p)(t,x»exp[-(g*,p)(t,x)1
holdlorolljuncti01l㌬pEC((Io,00)xTI)U((ⴰ0,0IxTI)),withv∻,p,.㭷
(iii)Vv·n~O~'\7w·nonIO,oo)xlif?
(iv)v(t,x),.㬼⼾(t,x)∻w(t,x) in (-00,01 xl❩
The following result is from [57, Theorem3.4],whichshowsthecontrol 0 fsub-and
supersolutionsonthesolutioosofEq.(5.0.1).
Lemma 5 .1.2 Assumethatv(t,x) andw(t,x) isapairofsub.andsupersolutionsfor
(5.0.1). II㰯> E C((-oo, 01 xTI) is bounded, nonnegative,unilormJyHoldercontinuous
and</>a(x)~</>(O,X)ECI(TI), then there exists a unique regular solution u(t,x) 01 the
initial boundary value problem (5.0.1) such that
v(t,x)∻u(t,x)∻w(t,x) lor (t,堩E[O,OO)xl❩
By the use of the comparison lemma, i.e. Lemma 5.1.2, we know that the positive
solutionsofEq.(S.O.l)isbounded.
Lemma 5.1.3 Thesolutionu(t,x)oIEq. (5.0.I)satisjies
~=-TWO+~' t>O,
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with wo(O) = SUP"E(_oo,Oj max㩴❅OꈨS,堩.
Define
wo??WO(O)? tE(-.OO,O).
WO(t)? t>O
Since05 ?5 wo(O),wecanchoose (Oⱷo) as a pair ofsu紬and supersolutions of
(5.0.1) under the initial and boundary conditions. ActuaJly, it is easy to see thatOis
asubsolution. Asforwo,sinceye-IISe-1Cory>O,onehas
OW~,X)ⵤ?'wo(tⱸ)?TWo(tⱘ)⵻㍔((朮Ɒ)(tⱸ))數灬_(朮Ɒ)(tⱸ)?
~ OW~,X)+TWO(t,X)_~=O,
,pEC((IO,oo) xJ❩)U((-oo,O)x 䥔⤩?
with 0 s?tP s?woo This shows that w? is a supersolution. Thus Lemma 5.1.2 implies
〺?用tⱸ)?'Wo_ Since limt_oowo(t) = ~, one 桡?
t~~oo:~hu(t,X)$ ~.
The proof is completed. 0
5.2 Global asymptotic b ehavior of the uniform
equilibria
ftisreadilyseenthatEq. (5.0.1) admits a triviaJ steady state solution and a nontrivial
constant equilibrium In,?for {3 > 1. In this section, we study the global stabilityof
the nonnegative uniform steady state solutions via using tbe upper-and lower-solution
metboddeve)opedbyPao[55].
According to Lemma 5.1.3, there exists to > Osuch that 用砬t)< ~ for t > to?
To investigate the asymptotic dynamical behavior, in the following we only need to
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卩nce when 笳㩓 e, 3瑦,= {3re-U'(I- U,) ~
wecalICandCasupper-andlower-solutioosforEq. (5.0.1).
We can verify that Q(U1IU2) possesses a Lipschitz condition,
IQ(產甬)ⵑ(坴 ,眬)? = Iⵔ啉⭻3r眬e-U'-(-r睬 +笳rw,eⴢ∩1
㩓 䬨??Iⵗ瑉+汵?⵷ⰱ? (5.2.2)
for all C.s ut, Wi .s C(i = 1,2). Constructing two sequences {Cm}~=o and 筑∮䨺=o
by the rollowing iteration proccss
(5.2.3)
with initial iteration䍯㵃and兯 㵃, respectively, condition (5.2.2) implies that
䌺卑 m㩓℺2m⬡㩓䍭⬡ 㩓䍭㩓 C,m= 0,1,2 (5.2 .4 )
-rC⭻3rCe-≃=O=-rQ⭻3rQe-S? (5.2.5)
TheconstantsCand.Qaresaidtobequasi_solutionsofEq. (5.0.1) in the interval
孃ⱇ崮In general, ?and ? are nnt the solutinn nf Eq. (5.0.1). If ?~ ?, it is the
unique solulion of (5.0.1) in tbeinterval [䌬䍪. Thefollowingresultis a consequence
of[55,Theorem2.1 and 2.2j.
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Theorem 5.2.1 As.ro浥 that ?and ?is a pair a/upper. and lo睥r⵳olutions 0/
(5.0.1) Then the s<焱..nces{Cml~~=<land {六氺㨺=<?,'ejinedby (5.䨡.3)oo,n癥I奥浯no?
satisft.䨨5.2.5).I/C=Q,thenC(orWistheuni煵esolutiono/(5.0.1)intheinler?
癡l ?C,C崯oranyinitialjun捴ionsatisfyingr/䩅孃,C?and the 捯r㭥spondingsolution
uo/(5.0.1)satisjies
,.℡2㹯ou(t,x)㵃.
Now, we are in the position to state and prove our main results on the global
stability of the two constant steady state solutions
Theorem 5.2.2 {1J IJl<{3~e,ln{3isgloballystable,i.e. any non?tri癩alsolution
u(t, x) o!(5.0.1) 睩t?initial boundary 捯nditions satisjies
t~~u(t, x)=ln,B
(2) 1/f3< I ,u=Oisgloballystable
Proof. (1) According to Lemma 5.1.3, u(t,x) ~ ~ for t > to_ Then ?= ~, ?= eo,
O <eo5 In,B,asapairof loweranduppersolutionsforEq.(5.0,l).Notehere
loP ␮ ~ = ?since 筊 ␮ e. Then it is easy to see the inequality (5.2.1) hold for
1 <笳␮e. Actua.lly,since 1 <笳㨤e, wehave-1+{3e-~㨤0, which means that
-rC+f3rCe-C=r~(-I +l3e-~)",O;
and since 0 < EO㨤 In {3, -1 +{3e-~o ~ 0, i.e.
Byconstructingtheiterationprocess(5.2.3),weknow(5.2.4)holds,sobothofthe
limits of {Cm}~o and {~}:=O exist and satisfy
O<C",~, O<Q"'~
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Thrtbermore, according to (5.2.5},we have
i.e.. .儽䌽汮 ,伮 Therefore,
t~oou(t,x)= l niJ
楊攭ⴻ·-1 ?✰, whi,:hisnhvioussince~ 2㨰2?IniJ. Thus the limits䍡nd.?ofthe
Since 13 < 1 and䌬.儲?O,weh.ve-l+iJe-C <0, -1+iJe-? < o and then
.??䌽伮 Therefore,
'~oou(t,x)=O
5.3 Linearized stability of constant steady state
lntheprevioussection, we have proved that the trivial steadystatesolution and
u· =ln,8aregloballyasymptotically stableforO <f3< 1 and 1 <p㨺㭥respectively.
p= 1 is a critical value after which uniform steady state In ,? appears and 0 begins
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to lose its stability. For {3>e, weconsiderthelocalstabilityofu· = ln ,B. Let
u=lnJ3+售 The linearized system ofEq. (5.0. 1) atu' =lnJ3 is
lJU~~,x) = d䐧U(t,x)ⵔU(t,x)⭔(I⵬n䨳)(朮U)(t,x)=, L(T)U. (5.3. 1)
AsuitabletrialsolutionisU=e,\tcosfflX,m=O,l,2,···. A calculation shows that
朮(e≣os(mx))= !(>. + dm')e?cos(mx).
Substitutingthetrial solution intoEq.(5.3. 1}yieldstbe eigenvalueequation
F(>.) ,= >.+dm'+Tⵔ(䤭lnJ3)!(>.+dm')=0, (5.3.2)
where !(>.+dm')= ⅯOOℨs).ⵃ㸫dm')띤s
T henrem 5.3.1 I?e㱊3㨻e',t桥steadyslateu??ln䨳o?(5.〮1)on嬰,oo)x嬰,,,.?
睩t?Neumann boundary condition is linearly stable/or any delay kernel
Proof. First, it is easy to sce that zero is not an eigenvalue. Then, we only need to
prove that all the root A of (5.3.2) are in the left halfofthe compJex piane for any
m2 2= O. If it is false, then there exists a root Ao with Re>.o ~ 0 for some m2 ~ O. Since
䤡(>.o+ dm')1 ?1, for e㱊3㨻e',onehas
T㨻䤾.a+dm'+T䤽䥔(䤭lnJ3)⼨>'+dm')䤼T
This is a contradiction. 0
For {J> e2 , there is no way to analyze the local stability of uniform steady state
solution 䥮䩊 for general kernel since..\ is involved in ](..\ +dm2) mathematically.
Then in the following, we will investigate some further sufficient stability conditions
by applying tbe theory of complex variables
(5.3.3)
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It fo llows from a general result in complex variable theory that the numberofroots
of the eigenvalue equation (5.3.2),F(A)=O,intheright halfof thecomplex plane will
tainedinRe..\~O. WeknowthatifRe..\>o,7(..\+dm2) ~ 1. A parallel analysis in
[23] is available. Then
R~oo~i(R)~dA : t : ~~~~~i~idY
i.e. the number of the roots of (5.3.2) is determined by ?- ~ limR_co argF(iR) . Since
F(O) = r-r(I- lniJ)/.ooe- 'dm'!(t)dt+dm2
foriJ>l, and l㜨iR?dm2)1?1, we know that IReF(iR)1is bounded and independent
ofR,ImF(iR)growslinearlywith R,where
ReF(iR) =r⵲(1 ?lniJ) /.00!(t)e- 'dm'cosRtdt+dm2
ImF(iR)㵒+r(?- lniJ) /.00 !(t)e-'dm'sinRtdt. (5.3.5)
The total change in argF(iR) as Rgoes from zero to infinity would be the values
(1 ?㑮)rr/2,n = O,I , 2, .... Accordingto(5.3.3), ln iJis locallystable if and only if
n=O,Le. limn.....⭯oargF(iR)=i
In the following theorems, we consider two conditions toassurethateitherReF(iR) >
Oor lmF(iR»O. Inboth cases,thecurveofF(iR) is always in the first quadrant of
the complex plane and Iimn.....+oo argF(iR) = ?
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Theorem 5.3.2 Let{3>e'.Assumethatthekernelf(t)satisfiesf"(t)~O,f(oo)=O
andf'(oo)~O. Then the steady state u ' =1n{3 of (5.0.1) is linearly stable
Proof. We will prove ReF(iR) > 0 for all R ㈺?0 here. Actually, according to the form
ofReF(iR)in(5.3.4)thisassertionholdssincee-tdm2 >O,l-lntJ<Oand
⼮00f(t)䍏sRtdt㴭b⼮oo f"(t)(I -cos Rt)dt~ O
under the given assumption by using integration by parts twice. This implies that
argF(iR) can only be?asRgoes from zero to infinity. Thus, there are no roots of
F(..尩=Ointhe right halCcomplexplane, and sou· = In fJ is linearly stable. 0
Theorem5.3 .31f{3>e'and
I
T<~,
then the steady stateu' =In{3 of (5.0.1) is linearly stable.
Proof. Underthegivencondition,wecanprove lmF(iR»O. lndeed,a.ccording
to the 10rmollmF(iR) in (5.3.5),wehave
ImF(iR) ~ R ?T(ln {3彉)I⼮oof(t)e - tdm'SinRtdt!
~ R-T(ln{3-I)R>O,
if r<~,since
I/.סס f(t)e -tdm'sinRtdtl s ⼮00 f(t)e-tdm'!sinRtldtSR !.'te-tdm'f(t)dt S R
Thus argF(ioo) must be≦㈮Similar to Theorem 5.3.2, u' ~ In{3 is linearly stable. 0
RemarkS.3.! From the above 摩獣畳獩o測we have the景汬o睩湧牥獵汴?about the
獴abi汩t祯晴het睯捯湳ta湴獴ea摹獴ate獯汵tio湳穥牯a湤汮晊ⱷith晊a獰a牡浥te爢
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(2) i/l 㱻3,唽? loses its local stability; when I <{3Se,u' = In{3 is globally
asym灴otically stable, see Theorern5.2.2;
(3) whene< {3卥2, U= In{3 is linearly stable!or all kemels, asshowninThe-
orem5.3.ㅩwhen{3 > e2 ,u?=In,B is linearly stable ijthe kernel satisjies the
conditions in Theorems 5.3.2 or the inequality aboutT ond{3 in TheoremS.9.S
Remark 5 .3.2 It is easy to see that the weak kemel f(t) =e-t 楳 a convex function
andsatisjiestheconditionsinTheorem5.3.2. There/ore. with weak kemel/unctione- t ?
u?= In,B is always locally lㄳym灴oticallystable, inotherwords,itcannotdestabilize
5.4 Hopf bifurcation from the non-zero uniform
state with strong kernel
In the previous section, with the widely used kernel, the weak kernel , theslabiJity
of the constant steady state solution lnfJofsystem (5.0.1) is described in Remark
5.3.2. But as for another frequently considered kernel function, the strong kernel,the
discussion in Theorem 5.3.2 does not work. How is thestabilityofu· = In,Bwith
strongkernelfor,B>e2?Thisisouraiminthlssection.
Withstrongkernel!(t) = 4te-2Lsatisfying(l.O.13) ,whose Laplacetransformis
7(u) = 1/(I+u/2)', acoordingto (5.3.2) the characteristic equation aboutu' =ln {3
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First, we can verify that Oisnotaneigenvalue. In fact, ifA=O, from (5.4.1) we have
which implies I渮B<1. ThiscontradictstofJ>e2.
To consider the existence ofa pure imaginary eigenvalue, let >. = 2iw, W E R,
d=2d. (5.4.1) becomes
w'=3,/'lm'+(4+r)dm'+r+1, w' 2d"'m'+(4+r~::::::~:l)dm'+rln,IJ,
which implies that tbere exist two sequenees of critical values OfT satisfying
(1+dm')r'+14(1+2dm')(1+dm')+1- ln ,IJJr+4(l+dm')(1+2dm')'=o, (5.4.2)
4(1+dm')(1+2dm')'>o
andr>O,Eq.(5.4.2)haspositiverootsforrifandonlyif
In,IJ ~ 1+8(1+2dm')(1+dm')=: Jn ,IJm
It is easy to see that,!Jo <,lJl <{格 ...
From the above analysis, the characteristic equation (5.4.1) has pure a imaginary
e igenvalueonlyif{J~f30. Moreover, since 0 is not an eigenvalue, fore2 <{J</30=e9
thesteady stateln,IJisstable.If,!Jo <,IJ<,lJI,Eq.(5.4.2) hasapairofroots(denoted
bYTIOO andT2O儩 whenm=O,butnosucbrootswhenm>O. Then (5.4.1) has a pair
of purely imaginary eigenvalues when T is one ofT)oo Of 1坏. As/3increases and passes
anothercriticalvaluef31andPI<fJ<fh,thenumberofrootstoEq.(5.4.2)increases
BesidestworootsdenotedbYTJ10and1'2loform=O,Eq. (5.4.2) has two more roots
(Tlll,1'2I1)form = l , and no more when m㬺:2. I?this case, Eq. (5.4.1) has a pair of
imaginaryeigenvaJues ifT is one of the four values. 䝥nerally, assume l3n<IJ<I3n⭉
ThenEq.(5.4.2)hasrootsTlnm,~mwithO<Tlnm<1'2nmforO':::;m':::;n.Ateach
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criticalvalue'Tjnm(j= 1, 2), thecharacteristiccquation (5.4.1 ) hasapairofpurely
imaginaryeigenvalue5A=±iwjnm(j=l,2) (5.4.1) implicitly
Therefore, the t ransversalitycondition holds and Hopfbifurcationoccill匮 According
totheaboveanalysis,wehavethefollowingresult:
Theorem 5.4.1 ForEq. {5.0.1}withstrongkernel,theuniformsteadystateu· = ln fJ
is globally stable/or 1 <(J~e; anditislocallystablewhene<{3<e9 ,·as{3>e9 • a
serieso/ Hop/bijurcationscanoccuratT='Tjnm(j= 1,2; n,m=O, l ,"')
In the following, by using the center manifold method,we investigatethedirection
of Hopf bifufcation at the critical valueTo witb purely imaginaryeigenvalues±iwo,
and the stability of the bifurcated periodicsolutioos
䱥tT㵔兡ndu㵕? lnl䪷Then(5.〮1)hecomes
~ = ?⡔儩?⭆⡔伬唩
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The eigenfunction corresponding to iwo iST⼨昩) = cos(mx)eiwo9 for -oo<()~ o,
and theadjoint eigenfunct ion of iwo iS1]· (s)= De-iwo"cos(mx) forO ~s<oo. Here
?=㭛I - ?o(I - 汮ℱ)J.+~ℨ猩獥?'''''摳?'
The abstract form of (5.4.3) is
o⼡琽A∬U,?XOF (U,)
where, fo r ꉅ C((-oo, 0], X),
{ ~' -00<0< 0A",¢(O) ~ L(ꈩ, O ~ O
XOF(¢)(O)~ { 0, - 00<0<. 0,
F (ꈩ, 0 = 0
䱥t U, = ㉒敻煺?⭷ wi瑨?= (??,U,) . Then (5.4.4) becomes
~ = iwo?⬨?' ,XoF (㉒?筱??⭷)) = iwo??T (稬稬w)
~ = - iwo稫(?樢,XoF (㉒??煺?⭷))
~ = A∬礫XoF(?R??煺?⭷ ) - ?R??焨?' ,XoF(?R??煺??w))?
= A∬w?H(稬稬w)
(5.4.4)
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By usingtbeexpansion of w(z,z), T (z,z), H (z,z) and the notations in [31J.wecan
?扴a楮
Y (z,z,w) = fa'COS(mx)To(¥-I)[(9'~)'z'+(g 'i/l'Z'+2(9*~)(9'i/lzH2(9.~)(g,wll)
硺'z+ (g .椯氨g.W2〩z'z)摸+晡' cos(mx)~{1-ꔩ(g '~)'(g❩⽬稧穤x
= 呺㈫㤱䥚娫坺㈫呺㉚㈫ ... I
(5.4.5)
(5.4.6)
Y (z,稬w) = 晡' ~' (O)To(¥ ?1)[(g. ~)'z'+ (g • T椩'z'+ 2(g. ~)(g. i⽬空䩤x+ h.o.t
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(g > ~) = fo' fo+~(;+;~e-dn"cos(nx)cos(ny))f(s)cos(mY)e-""'dYdS
= cos(mx) fo - e-dm"e-⸮⸮' ! (s)ds = cos(mx)f(dm'+楷o),
(g 㸱権= cos(mx) f (dm' - 楷o) = cos(mx)f(dm' +楷o)?
(~"XoF(2Re{~z} +w))
= fo ' ?COS3(mx)牯(?- ?)(㜧(摭' +楷o)稧+f'(dm' - 楷o)稧
+㉉f(dm'-楷o)I'x稩dx+O(稳)
{
O(Z3), m,oO,
= 㝲?牯(ꔭ?)(㜧(楷o)稧+f'Hwo)稧+㉉f (楷o)I'空)+O(Z3), m~ O
H(稬稩 ~ { -2Re {~(0)(~"XOF(2Re {~Z} +W))}' -00 < ?< 0
F(2Re{~z } +w) - 2Re{~ (0)(~' , XoF(2Re{~z } +w)) ), ?= 0,
we have,when - oo < fJ < O,
H(O,?,稩 ~
H(O,?,稩ITo?f '(dm'+楷o)稧+f '(dm'-楷o)稧+㉉f '(dm'+楷o)I'空)_ x(¥- l )cos'(mx), m,oO,- 牯ㄷ'(楷o)稧+f'(-楷o)稧+??㜧(楷o)I'x稡堨¥- ?)(?- ?㝲???), m=O
~I
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Then viaadirectcalcuJation, H㈰= ㅬ〲 ,when-oo<8<O, where
HU(Ol~ { 0, .. _ mFO,
- ㈱牔漨e⸮⸮D +e-∢㜵)(ꔭ汬?昨楷潗Ɑ㴰 ?
{
㉲o(ꔭlloos✨mx)r(dm✫iwol,mFO,
HⰮ(O)? ㉲漨ꔭ䤩(ㄭ㈱晒eD)爨楷潬? m=O,
{
㉲o(ꔭlloos✨mxlI7(dm✫iwoll✬mFO
Hu (O) ~ ㉲o(?_ 1)(1 - ㈱f剥䑬I7(iwo)I?, m = O.
SinceH((),z,z) is obtained explicitly I weare in the position to get W㈰, WIl andw02
From 嬳I?,w,. =地? and
From (S.4.7l, we havefor -oo< O< O,
mFO,
- ㈱?牯(e⸮⸮·D+e-⸮⸮·D)(ꔭㄩ㜧(楷潬?m=O
Al={ 0, . m≏, A,={ 0, . m,.0(S.4.8l~(¥- 1)7'(iwol, m=O, ~(¥-ll7'(iwol, m=O
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(2楷oⵁ∧(O))(Ee'....·)?2㝬J(ꔭllcoo✨m?ly✨dm✫iwo), mFO,= 2㝬J(ꔭ䤩t(iwo)嬨1ⴲ..ReDl-(2iwo+7lJ)(~+D)g (5.4.9)+( I -lnP)(~7(-iwo)+D7(iwo))~], m=O,
we are going to use the initial condition to determine E. ForlJ=O,
2楷o(A,+A,)ⵁ∧(O)(A,e?....·+A,e....·)
= 2?睯(A,+A,氭L(A,e?....· +A,.....·)
=2?睯 (A1 +A,)+㝬J(AI+A,)ⴷ汊(I⵬湐J(朮(A,e?...·+A,e... ))
~ (2iwo+㝬J)(䅉+䄬)ⴷlJ(䤭ln倩(䄬㜨⵩wo)+䄬㜨iwo))
= J ;;2iWO+7lJ)(~+D)-7lJ(I-lnl1)(~7(-iwo)+D7(iWO))} mFOl x~(¥-1)7'(iwo), m=O.
坨 cnmFO, lct E=Et+E,cos(2mx), E1,E,ER. Thcn from (5.4.9)
2楗OEⵤ䐧E+ToEⴷlJ(??lnl1)(g. (Be' ....·)) = 2To(ꔭl)I+co~(2mx)7'(dm'+iWO)
By solving the above equation, we have
E, = 嬲iwO+㝬JⴷlJ(??lnl1)㜨2iwoJr❔o(ꔭ1)㜧(dm✫iwo),
E㬮?= 嬲i坏+4dm✫㝬JⴷlJ(??ln偊?(4dm✫2iwoJr✷lJ(ꕟ?)
x礧(摭'+楷o). (5.4.10)
When m = 0, let E = Eo E R. Via a direct calculation from (5.4.9), one ha?
Eo = [(1-2"ReD)-(2iwo+7lJ)(¥+D)~ + (1- ln p)(¥7(-iwo)+D7(iwo))~]
塛2iwo+㝬JⴷlJ(?⵬n倩㜨2iwo))ⴧ2㝬J(ꕟ?)y✨i坏). (5.4.11)
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E= { El⭅,捯猨㉭砩, mꕏ
Eo, m=O
Theex灬icitformof啬✲()is obtained and
Wll(O) = A3.-....• + A••∧∫M,
A3,A4,MEC.For-oo<O<O.
It follows from a direct calculatioD that
A
3
= A. = { ~¥(¥ - I )I⅕wo)I✬ ?~ ~
For ?= 0, when m ?0, let M =M, + M, cos(2mx); when m = 0, let M = Mo. Then
M, = ~(¥-I)I!(dm'+iWO)I',
M, = -孔o(I- ln⼱)ℨ4dm✩-4m✭㝬㹴1TO(ꕟI)I㜨dm✫iwo)l?(5.4.13)
Mo = 2TO(~- I) 1㜨iwo)I❛(I-2~ReD) + 2~::,I5 (In⼱- I)Imℨ-iwo)崮(5.4.14)
Thus,wu is well defined and
- I
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周 en批su扳t itutin杴䱬㉯,坵into(S.㐮㘩,weha癥景rm㩆O
921 =21TTl>(¥- I) [~7(dm'-iwo)(AI7(-iwo)+A,7(i"'ll)+EI7(_2iwo)
~E,7(4dm'+2iwo»+7(dm'+iwo}(2Re(A37(_iwo)}+Mtll
+~1TTl>( I -¥)7(dm'+iwo)17(dm'+iwo)I' (S.4.16)
921 = 4Tl>1T(¥-I)[~7(-iwo)Eo7(-2iwo)+7(i"'ll)MO]
~1TTl>(I -¥)7(iwo)l7(iwo)I' (S.4l7)
andform❬伬withg,ldefinedin(s.4.16)
ReCI(Tl» =~Reg'l '
ReCI(Tl»=Re{~(g20911-2191lI'_~I902I')+~}'
withg20,91l,90,definedin(S.4.S)and921in(S.4.17)
5 .5 Numerical simulations
In this section we present some numerical simulations supporting our theoreticalanaJ_
ysis.Asanexample,weconsiderEq.(S.O.l)withd= l andproperinitialcondition
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and homogenoousNeumann boundary condition as following:
8u~x) = ?'u(t,x)- 牵(t,x)+il?J.·l~ G(x,y, t-s)!(t-s)u(s)dyds
xexp[- J.·l~G(X,y,t-S)!(t-S)U(S)dYdsJ
u(t,x)=cSin'x+1nil- 1,(t,X)E(-oo,OjxIO,"J,
~ = 0, t>O, X = 0,11',
G(X,y,t-S)=;+;~e -dn'('-')OOS(nx)OOs(n y)
and constant cis used to adjust the visibility of the numerical solution.
When 1 </3 < e2 according to Tbeorems S.2.2 and 5.3.1, the nontrivial steady
statesolutionu*" = In,?is stable for any kernel. With weak and strong kernels as
examples,wetakeT= 1, c=2andf3=e1.5, Fig. 5.1 shows that the positive solution
ofEq. (S.5.1) converges asymptotically to the nontrivial steady state solutionu" = 1.5
When /3> e2, as shown in Theorem 5.3.2 and Section 5.4, u" is still s ta.bIe for weak
kernel and when /3< e9 the strong kernel can not destabilize the stability 0Cu",To
demonstratetheprediction,wechoose/3=e3,T= land c=2. Then one can observe
the stability of nontrivial equilibrium ofEq. (5.5. 1) with both weak andstrongkernel
the stability of u· = 10 in this case. Neverl;heless, u · olay I",., itsslabililyas ?
increases, because of the occurrence of Hopf bifurcation frorn Theorem 5.4.1. Since
l3o=e㤼/3=el似/31=e2S,⠵.?.2⥨asap㡩r ofrootsTloo=Ⅱnd1䐾=2
from which Hopf bifurcations OCcur and 剥䄧⡔䥏伩 > 0, 剥䄧⠱✲oo?< O. By using
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I"
Figure 5.1: With[J=01.5, r=landc = 2,solutionofEq. (5.5.1) converges to
u· = In[J = 1.5. Left: weak kernel f(t) = 0-'; Right: strong kernel f(t) = 4to- 2I
the explicit algorithm provided in the previous section for detecting the direction and
stability of the Hopfbifurcatioos, we have Recl(T}()O) 㨺㨺㨺 - 1.3692 <0, i.e. from the
crilicalvalueTloothebifurcatedperiodicsolutionsarestableandthe Hopf bifurcation
issupercritical. 'WhenchoosingT=lE(TIQO,1'2oo),c=lO,thereexistsapositive
solution converges asymptotically toa periodic solution (see the right graph of Fig
5.3}
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Figure 5.2: For {3 = e', T = 1 and c = 2, u· = In{3 = 3 is stable. Left: weak
kernel; Right: strong kernel
Figure 5.3: With {3 = e lO, strong kernel, c = 10, Left: u' = In{3 = 10 is
as祭l,toti䍉䩊l祳t≢lew❨en吽;尻㱤:;ⴻRight:positive solution converges
Chapter 6
Conclusion and future works
This work focuses on the stability and local bifurcationanalysisofsomem㤬.de)sarising
from different disciplines, which are in the form of reaction diffusionequatioos witb dis-
crete delay, distributed delay or nonloca1 delay. Linear stability of models near steady
state solution is investigated by analyzing the associated characteristicequations.For
constant equilibrium, by means ofspa.ce decomposition, the characteristic equation is
composed of a series of "characteristicequa tions",which arc algebraic equstions. Then
one may determine the distribution of eigenvalues by solving these s lgebraicequations.
However,for spatiallynonhomogeneousequilibrium points,thedecomposition of char-
acteristicequation is unavailable and the discussion of linear stability is moredifficult
(see Chapter 3 and 4). Tbelocal bifurcation analysis is usually based on the normal
form approach and the center manifold theory. But the application of these general
results to concrete models is nontrivial tasks. As one of the interesting bifurcations,
Hopfbifurcation is widely discussed in the literatures. By using the standardHopf
bifurcation theory, we investigate its existence and derive formula for determiningthe
properties of the bifurcating periodic orbit, such as the direction of Hopf bifurcation
and the stability of the bifurcating periodic orbits. Our main results in this thesis are
InChapter2,wehavederivedsufficientconditionsforaseertaining ioeal stability
around the trivial equilibrium through a detailed analysis of the mathematical proJr
erties of the systemofPFDE (2.0.1) under two boundary conditions. The stability
depends on the connection of the coefficients of the nonlinear feedback funetions,a+b
and a-b. When the coefficients vary and erosstheeritica1 point, thequalitativeprop-
erty of the solutions changes and bifureation occurs. Thediscussionofthebifurcations
of (2.0.1) is related. to the discussion of its assoeiated. FDE. Under Neumann boundary
conditions, the normal form of (2.0.1) is the same as that of its associated.FDE,at
least up to the third-order term, while under Dirichlet boundaryconditions, the nor-
mal form of (2.0.1) is different Crom that of its associated FDE from the third-order
term. We have obtained three kinds of bifurcations under both boundary conditions,
includingtranseritica1 bifurcation, Hopfbifurcation and Hopf-zero bifureation
In Chapter3,wehavemainlystudiedthedynamical behavior nearaspatially non·
trivial steady state solution ofa competitive system with uniformly distributeddelay
and diffusion effect. Via the implicit function theorem, the existenceofa positive spa.-
tiallynontrivial equilibrium was obtained under certain eonditions. By analyzingthe
characteristic equation of the linear operator, there only exist simple purelyimaginary
eigenvalues. Usingrasbifurcationparameter, a sequence of Hopf bifurcations near
the nonconstant steady state solution appearswben tbeparameter passes tbrougb erit-
ical valuesrn,n=O,1,···. Applying tbe eenter manifold theory, some results about
the direction and stability of Hopf bifurcation are obtained. To explain the formula
morec1early, we take a special case (under the condition (C2» as an example. The
direction and stabilityoftbe bifurcating periodiesolutions on thecenter manifold are
obtained in detail. Nurnerieal simulations demonstrate the existence of the spatially
nonhomogeneoussteadystatesolutionandtheperiodiesolutionwitbdifferent sets of
parametersandinitiaJconditions
In Cbapter4,motivated by tbe works in [6] and [90],ourstudy bas focused OD tbe
dynamical behavior near a spatially nontrivial steady state solution ofareaction-
diffusion system (4.0.1) with general time-delayed growth rate functions and dis-
tributed delay kernels. Under the assumptions (Ci ) and one of ⡃⹺✫⤬⡃㬭?⴩?we
have tbe following results
(1) Apositivespatiallynontrivialequilibriumexists£orasmall rangeo£theparam-
eter{3uncler(C;'+), (Ci·-). FortbeminimaldelayT = O, thestabilityofthe
spatially nontrivial steady state is analyzed if the kernel functionsatisfiescon-
dition(H) inLemma4.2.4, forwhich the weak kernel is an example. We extend
theresultforstrongkernelfunctionsforwhichthecondition(H)isinvalid
(2) Taking the minimal delaYT as bifurcation parameter, a sequence of Hopfbifur-
cations near the spatially nontrivial steady state solution appears when r passcs
throughcriticalvaluesrn,n=O, l ,
(3) Formulas determining the direction and stability of Hopf bifurcation arcob-
Due to the complexity of the system, the formula obtained istoocomplicatedto
determine the direction and stability of Hopf bifurcation easily. A few researchers have
put some restriction to obtain tboseproperties. In [90] , witbaspecial condition (S),the
Hopfbifurcation is proved to be forward and bifurcated periodic solution on the center
manifold is stable; in [82],similar results areobtaincd only for competitive systems
In tbis paper, without any limitation, we baveobtaincd that tbeHopfbifurcations are
forward and the periodic solutions arc stable on the center manifold for thegenera!
system (4.0.1). Numerical simulations for botb competitive and cooperative systems
demonstrate the existence and stability of the spatially nonhomogeneous steady state
solution and the periodic solution
In Chapter 5, we consider the diffusive Nicholson's blowfiies model with nonlocal
(orspatio-temporal) delay on a one-dimensional bounded domain. This spatialnonlo-
calityarises due to tbefact that in biological models individuals usually have been at
different points in spatial location at different times. We adopt tbespatial averaging
kernel introduced in !25},by using theupper-and lower-solution method,wehaveob-
tained sufficient conditions for the global convergence of the uniform equilibriwn to the
proposed problem. More specifically, the trivial equilibrium is proved to be globally
nsymptoticallystable when {3< 1,andthenontrivialsteadystatesolutionu· = ln{3
Sincethespatialaveragingkernelisexplicitlypresented,tbisenableustoanalyze
the local stability of uniform steady state solutions by investigating the corresponding
cbaracteristicequations. We have proved that the nontrivial steady state solution
u· = In{3 is linearly stable for e <(3~ e2 foraJl kernels. When{3> e2 ,wehave
given conditions to assure the local stabilityofu· =In{3. We notice that the effect of
thenonlocaltermuponthecharacteristicequationistheappearanceof7()..+ dm2)
inSleadnf⼨A) in [23J. Since I⼨A+ dm')1 ~ I⼨A)I < 1 for 剥A > 0, webavetbe
similar resultsns that in [23] for loca1 stability analysis
ThestrongkerneldoesnotsatisfytheconditionsineitherTheorem5.3.2or5.3.3
By investigating the distribution of eigenvalues, we found out that there exists a series
Of{30<{31<'" suchthatwhene<{3<{30=e9 , the local stability of the uniform
steadystatesolutionu.'" = In{3 is retained,when{3 㹻㌰ thestrongkernelf( t) =
(t)e- t destabilises the uniform steady state In{3 through Hopfbifurcations withras
parameter. Moreover, when{3passes{3i,(i=O,l.···),thenumberofcritical valuesr
is2(i+l). Formulas determining the direction of Hopf bifurcation and thestabilityof
bifurcated periodic solutions were obtained by using center manifold methods[31J
Althoughtheeffectofthenonlocaldelayissubtleinourmodel,itindeedaffectsthe
dynamical properties in some models. In [22), a diffusive predator-prey system with
nonlocal delay is studied. By considering various spatial and temporal kernels, some
kinds of bifurcations can occur under tbecooperationofdiffusion and nonlocal delay,
while such bifurcations can not appear when the nonlocal delay degenerates into a local
delay. Such dynamica1 behavior is evidently not brougbtabout by diffusion alone,but
The finished projects in this thesis stimulate some related problems, which can be
my future work. As in Chapter 2 and 5,correspondingtosimpleeigenvalues, we can
use tbecenter manifold approach to reduce tbeoriginal time-spatial dynamical system
to an abstract ordinary differential equation, then the normal formcomputationand
the bifurcation analysis can be carried out astbat in [16]. [17] and [311. However.
if there exist eigenvalues with multiplicity greater than one, to our best knowledge,
there is no general theory about the high-codimension bifurcation for PFDE.lnmy
subsequentwork,Iwilltrytoinvestigatetherelated bifurcations from the multiple
eigenvalues and the normal forms governing the dynamics ofa class of partial functional
InChapter3and4,wehaveconstructedapairofpositivesteadystatesolutionsand
by using the implicit function tbeorem, the existence of the solutions can be obtained
when the parameter {J is small enough. Therequirementof{J being small enough
restricts the application of our results. Therefore, it will beinteresting to consider
the dynamical behavior of spatially nonbomogeneous steady state solutions for more
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